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Abstract

The ice-albedo feedback has been identified as an important factor in the decay of the 

Arctic sea ice cover in a warming climate. Mechanisms of transition from perennial ice 

cover to seasonal ice cover are discussed in the literature; the existence of a tipping point 

is disputed. A newly developed regular network model for energy exchange and phase 

transition of an ice covered ocean mixed layer is introduced. The existence of bistability, 

a key ingredient for irreversibility, on local and regional scales is explored. It is shown in 

a spatially confined model that the asymptotic behavior and the existence of a parameter 

region of bistability strongly depend on the albedo parametrization. The spatial dynamics 

of sea ice retreat are studied for a high resolution latitudinal model of the ocean mixed 

layer. This regional model suggests that sea ice retreat is reversible. It is shown that later

ally driven melt of thick multi-year sea ice, and thus, ice-albedo feedback, is an important 

mechanism in the transition from perennial to seasonal ice cover at the pole. Results are 

used to interpret observed changes in the recent ice extent and ice volume record. It is 

shown that the effectiveness of ice-albedo feedback strongly depends on the existence of 

lateral heat transfer mechanisms in the ocean.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

If the Earth were 1 m in diameter, a typical sea ice cover would be the approximate thick

ness of a cell membrane (10 to 100 nm). Depending on the season it would cover over 

10% of the globe. It is this large extent, coupled with the remarkable physical properties of 

sea ice that makes this thin skim of ice of such great importance to the balance of Earth's 

climate system and the polar region ecosystems.

Sea ice provides two essential services to humanity. It is part of the supply chain of 

nutrients at the foundation of the food web and it is part of the mechanisms regulating 

temperatures that allow life on Earth to be sustained. Furthermore, to the peoples of the 

Arctic region, sea ice is a matter of survival as it provides a hunting platform and protects 

costal villages from waves generated by winter storms (Overeem et al., 2011). Better predic

tions of ice extent and volume are of interest to resource extracting industries and marine 

shipping companies planning to use the Arctic Ocean (Brigham, 2007; Mtiller-Stoffels and 

Eicken, 2011). Thus, it is of great interest to understand the fate of Earth's sea ice covers in 

a changing climate.

It is the consensus of all leading general circulation models (GCMs, a.k.a. climate mod

els), that the Arctic sea ice perennial extent is retreating and will continue to retreat under 

current greenhouse gas emission projections for the coming century. Figure 1.1 shows pos

sible scenarios of retreat of the Arctic sea ice cover. The amount of sea ice retreat is highly 

disputed amongst these models, with some predicting moderate sea ice losses and others 

predicting an Arctic Ocean that is ice free in the summer by 2100. Interestingly, the real 

world retreat of summer sea ice (Fig. 1.1, red line) outpaces all but one of the model pro

jections. The inter-model variability is caused by differing initial conditions, differences 

in forcing used during model spin-up phase, and different parametrizations of climate 

subsystems, e.g., the albedo parametrization. It has been shown that slight changes to 

how the albedo is parametrized can change model trajectories significantly (Eisenman, 

Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007). The sharp decline in summer ice extent has raised the 

question whether the Arctic ice cover has reached a tipping point (Walker, 2006), i.e., a 

point of irreversible losses. This notion is supported by model findings based on ordinary 

differential equation (ODE) models (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009), but
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Year

Figure 1.1. Arctic September sea ice extent (xlO6 km2) from observations (thick red line) 
and 13 IPCC AR4 climate models (IPCC, 2007), together with the multi-model ensemble 
mean (solid black line) and standard deviation (dotted black line). Inset shows 9-year 
running means (Stroeve et al., 2007).

has also been contradicted by ODE models (Notz, 2009). ODE models do not exhibit an 

explicit spatial extent, which makes it difficult to relate sudden ice cover losses in them to 

the retreat of the sea ice cover in nature. Energy balance models (EBMs) implement lat

itudinal spatial extent and solve coupled ODE (Budyko, 1969; Sellers, 1969; North, 1984; 

Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985; Winton, 2008). EBMs can resolve the retreat of a sea ice 

cover, but generally they lack an explicit time-dependence, which limits their resolution 

of seasonal cycles and cannot capture the observed difference in dynamics between sum

mer and winter ice extent. In addition, EBMs generally exhibit a small ice cap instability, 

which often treated as a model artifact and mechanisms are implemented to eliminate this 

behavior (North, 1984). Recent results for one GCM suggest that sea ice retreat is reversible 

(Armour et al., 2011), but connections to irreversible sea ice loss observed in ODE models 

are lacking. Known feedback processes in the Arctic climate support the argument for a 

tipping point (Bony et al., 2006), but it has been difficult to connect ODE model results 

to GCM results. The goal of the study presented here is to provide an intermediate regu

lar network model with spatial extent that can serve as a link between ODE models and
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GCMs, and to study feedbacks in climate sub-systems.

1.1 Albedo

Sea ice is a very good reflector of sunlight. Thus, the Earth's polar regions are partially 

covered with a near perfect mirror, reflecting much of the incoming shortwave radiation 

directly back to space (Fig. 1.2). Variations in quality and size of this mirror will have a 

direct impact on Earth's climate system as a whole. This is amplified by the fact that sea 

ice covers oceans, which themselves are near perfect absorbers of shortwave radiation. For 

example, an area at the North pole which is not covered by sea ice will absorb over 6 times 

more energy as the same area was it covered by sea ice.

Figure 1.2. Aerial photograph of sea ice and open water. Snow covered sea ice is nearly 
white; draining melt ponds are light blue; Submerged ice is dark blue/green and open 
water is dark. Image by Norbert Rosing/National Geographic.

Albedo is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1 describing the efficiency electro

magnetic radiation is reflected. At the microscopic scale, most materials do not reflect all 

wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation in the same fashion, therefore, the albedo is a 

function of wavelength (spectral albedo a(X)). In addition, bulk properties, such as surface 

roughness, have an effect on the albedo. It is not uncommon to use bulk albedo values
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over a given spectrum of wavelengths, a,

a  a i )

where A.i and X2 are the wavelengths delimiting the given spectrum. In this work the term 

albedo will be used to denote bulk albedo for the visible spectrum (Perovich et al., 2002). 

For the visible spectrum the rule of thumb is: the lighter the shade of a surface, the higher 

its albedo.

In the climate system, albedos play an important role in determining the radiation 

balances at given surfaces, particularly for solar shortwave radiation. Most prominent are 

the top of the atmosphere albedo and the Earth's surface albedo. The top of the atmosphere 

albedo determines the amount of solar shortwave radiation received by the Earth's surface. 

Surface albedos determine how much incoming solar shortwave radiation is absorbed as 

thermal energy (Peixoto and Oort, 1992).

1.2 Sea Ice

Unlike freshwater ice, which is pure frozen water, sea ice is a composite material of ice 

crystals, brine and air bubbles. The network of brine pockets is a safe haven for micro

organisms. The organisms growing on and in sea ice are the cornerstones of the food 

web in both the Arctic and the Antarctic. Fig. 1.3 shows both brine pockets and algal 

growth on an ice core taken of the coast of Barrow, AK in May 2011. The various materials 

within sea ice form a layered structure rendering it opaque and giving it its high albedo. 

First-year sea ice has the highest albedo of up to 0.7; as the ice undergoes freeze-thaw 

cycles, brine is flushed out of the ice and replaced by refreezing melt water. This results 

in slowly diminishing albedos during melt and an increase in albedo during refreezing as 

a surface scattering layer, due to air inclusions, forms. The lowest sea ice albedo (around 

0.4) is found on ice on which water forms melt ponds (Perovich et al., 2002; Thomas and 

Dieckmann, 2003).

How sea ice is modeled depends greatly on the scale of processes that are of interest 

within the model. It is important to understand processes on all scales in order to make 

informed decisions as to which of them need to be directly or indirectly included and 

which can be ignored.
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Figure 1.3. Sea ice core with algal layer (Krembs and Deming, 2012).

Sea ice micro-physics: Sea water is a solution of water and various salts. The salt concen

trations in standard sea water are around 33 ppt, far below the saturation points, but high 

enough to depress the freezing point by up to 2 K (Assur, 1958; Cox and Weeks, 1983). It is 

interesting to note that the melting point of all ice in a volume of water is determined by 

the freezing point of the melt. Even though freshwater ice remains solid up to 273 K it will 

melt when put in contact with liquid sea water below that temperature. The main compo

nent of sea ice is frozen water in the form of hexagonal ice. Single sea ice crystals can be 

from millimeters to tens of centimeters in size depending on freezing conditions. Hexago

nal ice forms a crystal lattice in which few other materials can be incorporated. Thus, the 

salt ions in sea water cannot be incorporated directly into the crystal lattice. Instead much 

of the brine is expelled back to the ocean. However, some of the salts will not diffuse away 

from the encroaching ice water interface fast enough. This causes the formation of brine 

pockets within the sea ice. It also causes the ice crystals to grow in a lamellar structure 

where the lamellae are separated by thin layers of brine. The amount of brine incorpo

rated into growing sea ice is directly proportional to the growth rate. The brine inclusions 

in sea ice vary in size depending on temperature. As sea ice cools below the freezing point 

of the given salt concentration in its brine pockets, remaining water within these pockets
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freezes. This increases the salt concentration within a brine pocket, thus further depress

ing its freezing point. This change of brine pockets size affects the local concentration of 

salts, not the bulk salinity of the ice. The effect of brine pockets changing their size is lim

ited by the maximum dissolvable salt concentration, at which the freezing point cannot 

be depressed any further. And by the fact that the prevalently present salt ions precip

itate at specific temperatures, e.g., NaCl will precipitate as hydrohalite at -2 2  °C. Once 

precipitated, a salt does not contribute to the freezing point depression any longer. The 

process of brine pocket incorporation and the lamellar growth from the melt causes sea ice 

to be full of scatterers and refractive surfaces (Thomas and Dieckmann, 2003; Assur, 1958). 

At temperatures above - 5  °C and bulk ice salinities above 5 ppt sea ice becomes perme

able. This is due to brine pockets enlarging enough to form a network of connected cells. 

Through these brine channels nutrients move up into the ice and meltwater moves down 

through the ice. This can cause significant changes to the material qualities of sea ice dur

ing the melt season (Golden, Ackley, and Lytle, 1998). Constitutional changes in surface ice 

through the processes described here lead to changes in albedo. Particularly, melt water 

draining into the ice and refreezing in brine channels makes the ice less saline and darker 

in color.

Sea ice dynamics: In the Arctic Ocean sea ice is in motion due to ocean currents and wind. 

During this movement, large masses of ice are driven into each other forming pressure 

ridges of up of 30 m thick (Lepparanta, 2011). Continuous ice covers are sheared apart to 

form leads, areas of open water that can be several kilometers wide and tens of kilometers 

in length (Frederking and Timco, 1984). Leads expose the relatively warm ocean to the 

cold atmosphere, causing the region downwind of a lead to experience a micro-climate 

with warmer temperatures and higher precipitation (Esau, 2007).

The prevailing currents in the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 1.4) are an inflow of water through the 

Bering Strait along the coast of northern Alaska, the Beaufort gyre, which moves clockwise 

through the Arctic Ocean, centered south of the pole and north of Siberia and Alaska, 

and the transpolar drift, moving from Siberia towards Greenland. The interplay of these 

currents results in large amounts of sea ice being shoved against the Canadian archipelago 

and flushed out of the Arctic through Fram Strait on the Eastern shore of Greenland. Thus, 

the oldest and thickest sea ice in the Arctic is not found at the pole, but in the Canadian
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Figure 1.4. Ocean currents in the Arctic. Cold surface water enters the Arctic through the 
Bering Strait and leaves the Arctic through Fram Strait and Davis Strait. Warmer Atlantic 
water flows past Europe and enters the Arctic basin at depth. Illustration by Jack Cook, 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Arctic with multiyear ice up to 10 years old and up to 10 m thick.

Interaction with ocean and atmosphere: Sea ice separates ocean and atmosphere, both of 

which have very high effective thermal conductivities due to the motion of water and 

air masses. In the winter, temperature gradients through the ice can be as large as 40 K 

m-1 . This limits the amount of energy exchanged between ocean and atmosphere and 

effectively insulates the ocean from the atmosphere. The insulating effect can be further 

enhanced if a snow cover is present on the ice (Curry and Webster, 1999).

Snow: The thermal conductivity of snow is an order of magnitude smaller than that of 

sea ice. This can have direct implications on the growth dynamics of an ice cover. If snow 

falls on open ocean it can induce the growth of sea ice by effectively cooling the upper 

most layer of ocean water. If snow falls on thin sea ice it can hamper the growth of ice by 

effectively insulating the ice cover from the cold atmosphere. In the spring and summer, 

snow cover can delay the melting of ice due to high snow albedo (Massom et al., 2001).
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1.3 Modeling climate (sub-) systems

General circulation models: The main tool to model Earth's climate are general circulation 

models. These models describe large-scale interactions between oceans, landmasses and 

atmosphere reasonably well and include longwave, shortwave radiative budget models, 

circulation of oceanic and atmospheric flows, and precipitation models. Many physical 

quantities are parametrized to model sub-grid processes in GCMs. This is necessary be

cause many of the general equations of the underlying physical processes are derived from 

point measurements that need to be extrapolated to the appropriate grid size, or because 

the exact equations for underlying physical processes are unknown. In addition, compu

tational limitations prevent GCMs from representing complicated processes directly and 

parametrizations are used to treat such processes T>y proxy'.

GCMs are computationally very expensive because the spatial resolution in GCMs is 

between 100 and 50 km while the temporal resolution is on the order of minutes. To ensure 

convergence, GCMs have to meet the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. This is 

the reason for such high temporal resolution at relatively coarse spatial resolution. Meet

ing the CFL condition and availability of computational resources constrains GCMs to 

relatively few model runs and limited exploration of phase space. This limits the under

standing about climate subsystems and seemingly minute parameter variations accessible 

by GCMs (Randal, 2000). This problem can be exacerbated for subsystems when some pa

rameters, e.g. the actual value of the ice albedo, are used to adjust model performance for 

other subsystems (Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007).

Ordinary differential equation models: Smaller scale models provide insight in the dy

namics of climate subsystems and parameter variation. The smallest scale models ne

glect spatial resolution entirely and solve (coupled) ODEs (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; 

Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009). ODE models, which are com

putationally inexpensive, are able to isolate feedback processes and vastly vary parameters 

for detailed phase space pictures. ODE model results, if interpreted properly, can be uti

lized to improve parametrizations in GCMs and to study isolated processes such as the ice 

albedo feedback.

Intermediate models: To link ODE model results to GCM parametrizations it is desir

able to have an intermediate class of models available (Bony et al., 2006). To some extent
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latitudinal band models (Sellers, 1969; North, 1984; Winton, 2008) can be used to fill this 

gap. In this approach coupled ODEs for given latitudes are solved. However, the currently 

available latitudinal band models make heavy use of tabulated values, parametrizations, 

and/or extrapolations. The weakness of such an approach is that many interconnected 

parameters are at work, which strongly limits the ability to study isolated effects. In ad

dition, the use of tabulated values derived from measurements are a severe limitation in 

modeling a future climate under a significantly changed forcing regime.

An ideal model linking ODE models and GCMs would have a high latitudinal resolu

tion and contains basic physics valid over a large range of forcing parameters. The high 

latitudinal resolution would allow spatial resolution of seasonal changes and interactions 

between high and moderate latitudes. Relying on basic physics where possible instead 

of tabulated or extrapolated seasonal variations gives higher confidence that the model 

will perform well outside the typical parameter regime. This is important when feedbacks 

are involved that could result in tipping points, because in this case the parameter regime 

might suddenly shift outside the currently observed envelope. Any result, based on phys

ical principles, or parametrization, leaving the range of known measurements needs to be 

subject to increased scrutiny.

Parametrizing longwave radiation: To develop parametrizations that span parameter in

tervals outside what is observed in nature is challenging. One particularly complicated ex

ample is the exchange of longwave radiation between the ocean or ice and the atmosphere. 

The underlying physical principle is the Stefan-Boltzmann law, which has a fourth order 

dependency on temperature. This in itself makes it very sensitive to small changes. In 

addition, most materials are not perfect black body emitters. They are grey-body emitters, 

which are described by their emissivity e. The emissivity is the fraction of actually emitted 

radiation at a given temperature and the theoretical value of blackbody emissions at the 

same temperature. For many materials the emissivity is a constant for a large temperature 

interval, e.g. ice and water have an emissivity of e = 0.97 (Campbell and Norman, 1998).

Gases and mixtures of gases and water vapor, such as the atmosphere, can change their 

composition significantly, i.e., an increase in concentration of greenhouse gases affect the 

longwave radiative budget (Myhre et al., 1998). The emissivity of the atmosphere depends 

on the exact composition of gases for a given location and an accurate model regarding
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Figure 1.5. Parametrization of atmospheric emissivity for clear sky conditions. 
Parametrizations are by Satterlund, 1979 [blue]; Swinbank (1963) [red] as given in Craw
ford and Duchon, 1999; Idso and Jackson (1963) [green] as given in Prata, 1996; Brusaert 
(1975) [maroon] as given in Prata, 1996; and Anderson (1954) [black] as given in Crawford 
and Duchon, 1999. Graphs shown are calculated for relative humidity of 80% and satura
tion vapor pressure calculated using Goff's (1957) equation.

molecular emissions bands for each atmospheric constituent (Siegel and Howell, 1992). 

Due to the nature of the atmosphere -  changing density and temperature with altitude, 

constant motion, varying saturation vapor pressures with temperature, and underlying 

surface -  it is insufficient to use a laboratory volume of air under controlled conditions 

to determine the functional relationships governing atmospheric emissivity. Much of the 

required information for such calculations is either not available or the models required 

are inaccessible for efficient calculation.

The general approach in such a case is to develop a parametrization based on mea

surements and basic laws of physics. In the case of the atmospheric emissivity in-situ 

measurements of the radiation balance are required. There is a multitude of problems 

with this; Most conspicuous is that any measurement station is subject to local conditions 

which can deviate significantly from textbook atmosphere, e.g. temperature inversions 

aloft and lateral heat fluxes can influence measurement. A further obstacle is the presence
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of clouds, which are made up of condensed water droplets and not water vapor, effectively 

changing the atmospheric composition and shielding an air mass and the surface from up

wards heat losses into space. The problem here is that ground measurements alone only 

give information about the cloud ceiling, but not information about cloud thickness, or the 

possibility of further cloud layers at higher altitudes.

Taking all the obstacles into account many attempts have been made to supply reliable 

parametrizations of atmospheric emissivities, especially for the case of clear sky conditions 

(Prata, 1996; Crawford and Duchon, 1999; Satterlund, 1979). Figure 1.5 gives several of the 

parametrizations for clear skies given in the literature as a function temperature. Many of 

these parametrizations are a function of saturation vapor pressure as well. Here we assume 

80% relative humidity and use Goff's (1957) equation to calculate saturation vapor pres

sure. As is evident from Fig. 1.5 there are significant deviations between parametrizations. 

Brusaert's and Anderson's parametrizations turn unphysical, 6a > 1, for high tempera

tures. Nonetheless, all parametrizations agree closely around 280 K, which is a relatively 

typical temperature for moderate latitudes. This illustrates that a priori knowledge about 

the temperature domain of a model and knowledge about the temperature range of the 

data used to find a particular parametrization is necessary in selecting a suitable one for a 

model.

1.4 Overview

The research presented in Chapter 2 to 4 introduces a scalable thermodynamic regular net

work model for an ocean mixed layer that can undergo solid-liquid phase transitions, and 

is driven by surface radiative forcing and oceanic heat fluxes. Being able to scale the model 

allows to emulate ODE-type models and investigate which differences in these models re

sult in the differing model dynamics reported in the literature (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman 

and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009). The understanding about significant contributing fac

tors to model dynamics in this spatially confined model implementation is then used as a 

guide for the investigation of the dynamics of a retreating Arctic sea ice cover in a regional 

scale model.

In Chapter 2 a regular network model is introduced to study the ice albedo feedback. 

An approach to surface radiative forcing parametrizations is introduced. The validity of a
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spatially confined model version is explored. The emergence of bistability under surface 

forcing and ice albedo changes with a step-like albedo parametrization is studied.

In Chapter 3 the longwave radiative forcing has been modified and based on a set 

of measurements from Barrow, AK and is compared to other longwave parametrizations 

used in ODE models. The importance of seasonally varying (instantaneous) surface forc

ing fixed-points for the existence of bistability is studied, and the interaction of model 

trajectories with the instantaneous fixed points is illustrated. The shape of the albedo para

metrization close to the phase transition is identified as a significant inter-model difference 

resulting in reversible or irreversible sea ice retreat. Sharp step-like and more gradual 

albedo parametrizations, motivated by the differences observed in ODE models, are com

pared to local measurements and their impact on the asymptotic behavior on Arctic sea ice 

is investigated in the regular network model.

Chapter 4 describes a regular network model with a high resolution lateral extent (lat

itude 60° to 90° N) and vertical spatial resolution. The significance of the ice albedo para

metrization to the dynamics of a receding ice cover is explored. A double-step albedo 

parametrization is introduced, based on gradients in albedo slightly before the phase tran

sition as observed in measurements. The existence of a regime change from perennial to 

seasonal ice at the pole is investigated, and the signature of the regime change in model 

data is compared to measurements. An explanation is offered regarding the reasons why a 

sharp step-like albedo parametrization produces bistability in a spatially confined model, 

but not in a regional model.

The discussion in Chapter 5 sets the entirety of the results from Chapters 2 to 4 into the 

context of the literature on modeling approaches of Arctic sea ice retreat at differing scales. 

It is shown that the scalable model presented in this work offers connections between local 

effects, as observed in low order models, and how these effects apply to GCMs.
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Chapter 2

Regular network model for the sea ice-albedo feedback in the Arctic1

2.1 Abstract

The Arctic Ocean and sea ice form a feedback system that plays an important role in the 

global climate. The complexity of highly parameterized global circulation (climate) mod

els makes it very difficult to assess feedback processes in climate without the concurrent 

use of simple models where the physics is understood. We introduce a two-dimensional 

energy-based regular network model to investigate feedback processes in an Arctic ice- 

ocean layer. The model includes the nonlinear aspect of the ice-water phase transition, 

a nonlinear diffusive energy transport within a heterogeneous ice-ocean lattice, and spa- 

tiotemporal atmospheric and oceanic forcing at the surfaces. First results for a horizontally 

homogeneous ice-ocean layer show bistability and related hysteresis between perennial ice 

and perennial open water for varying atmospheric heat influx. Seasonal ice cover exists 

as a transient phenomenon. We also find that ocean heat fluxes are more efficient than 

atmospheric heat fluxes to melt Arctic sea ice.

2.2 Abstract - General audience

Thinning and retreating Arctic sea ice during recent decades point to a warming climate 

in the Arctic. Global circulation (climate) models (GCMs) are currently the primary tool 

used to project climate over the next century. While they describe large-scale interactions 

between oceans, landmasses and atmosphere reasonably well, they are too complex and 

computationally too expensive to understand isolated climate subprocesses. We introduce 

a complex systems model to investigate the short- and long-term behavior of model Arctic 

sea ice. A lattice of ice-ocean cells is driven by radiative atmospheric and oceanic heat 

influxes; the cells can undergo an ice-water phase transition and transport energy. We 

find that the longterm behavior for a horizontally homogeneous ice-ocean layer is either 

perennial ice cover or perennial open water. Seasonal ice can exist as transient behavior. A 

lack of reversibility in the system implies that significant cooling has to take place for an ice 

cover to re-establish once it is lost. We also find that heat entering at the bottom of the ice

1 This chapter is published as: Miiller-Stoffels, M and R Wackerbauer, Regular network model for the sea ice- 
albedo feedback in the Arctic, Chaos 21,013111, 2011.
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sheet is more efficient than atmospheric heat influxes to melt Arctic sea ice, indicating that 

the understanding of ocean currents is crucial to the understanding of retreating Arctic sea 

ice.

2.3 Introduction

The Arctic Ocean and sea ice form a feedback system that plays an important role in the 

global climate. Variations of the global ice and snow distribution have a significant effect 

on the planetary albedo. This is because snow and ice efficiently reflect incident short 

wave radiation while open water absorbs most incident short wave radiation (Peixoto and 

Oort, 1992; Thomas and Dieckmann, 2003). Hence, the melting of large portions of sea ice 

will have an impact on the Arctic and on the global climate (Barry et al., 1993; Bony et 

al., 2006), since more open water absorbs a higher portion of solar energy, which in turn 

melts more ice and generates more open water (ice-albedo feedback system).

Retreating summer sea ice during recent decades with record lows in ice extent (Stroeve 

et al., 2005; Walker, 2006; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 2009) 

as well as the thinning of the Arctic sea-ice at a remarkable rate over the past few decades 

(Rothrock, Yu, and Maykut, 1999; Bitz and Roe, 2004) strongly indicate a warming climate 

in the Arctic. Significant modeling efforts are undertaken to gain insight into whether Arc

tic sea ice will be perennial, seasonal or completely gone in the near future. The Arctic 

ocean, sea ice, and atmosphere make up a highly complex thermodynamic dynamical sys

tem, which includes many subprocesses, such as cloud formation, precipitation, melt pond 

formation, and lead and pressure ridge formation (Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Thomas and 

Dieckmann, 2003). A good physical understanding of climate feedbacks is lacking (Bony 

et al., 2006), and parameterization of processes is usually necessary to capture subgrid 

scale phenomena.

Global circulation models (GCMs) are currently the primary tool used to project cli

mate over the next century. One strength of these models is that they are very sophisti

cated and include many climate components, although often in form of parameterization. 

About twenty GCMs were evaluated in the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovern

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). All of these GCMs were simulating present-day 

sea ice conditions in reasonable agreement with observations (Parkinson, Vinnikov, and
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Cavalieri, 2006). A recent study (Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007) shows that 

the same GCM simulations for the IPCC report also display large inter-model differences 

in Arctic cloud cover, which are associated with significant differences in downwelling 

longwave radiation. These differences cause large ice thickness variations between lm  to 

more than 10m. This study further revealed that the ice-albedo parameter would need to 

be tuned by only 0.1 if this parameter alone were used to compensate the effects of the 

differences in longwave radiation and to explain the inter-model agreement in simulated 

present-day sea ice (Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007; DeWeaver, Hunke, and 

Holland, 2008; Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2008). This example demonstrates 

that one has to be cautious when assessing GCMs (and complex models with lots of com

ponents, in general); it is also consistent with the remark by Bony et al (Bony et al., 2006) 

that the complexity of climate models (GCMs) makes it very difficult to assess feedbacks. 

In addition GCMs are computationally too expensive to perform extensive parameter vari

ations to understand climate and subsystems of the climate.

The other class of commonly used models represents one-dimensional sea-ice mod

els (ordinary differential equations) (Thorndike, 1992; Curry, Schramm, and Ebert, 1995; 

Bjork and Sonderkvist, 2002; Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007; Eisenman and 

Wettlaufer, 2009) that necessarily assume that the Arctic is spatially homogeneous unless 

several column models are used. These thermodynamic models focus on subsystems of the 

climate to derive understanding for simple model feedback processes, and are based upon 

pioneering work by Untersteiner (Untersteiner, 1964) and Maykut (Maykut and Unter

steiner, 1971). Thorndike showed (Thorndike, 1992) in a one-dimensional model of Arctic 

sea ice that the only stable solutions are either a permanent ice cover in most of the Arctic 

ocean or no ice cover. Recently, an extension of this model (Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009) 

revealed that a seasonal ice cover could be stable too, if ice export is taken into account. 

The coupled column model of ice, ocean, atmosphere by Bjork and Sonderkvist (Bjork and 

Sonderkvist, 2002) reveals that the ice cover is highly sensitive to the poleward energy flux, 

with the ice thickness decreasing drastically for fluxes above a critical value.

Hierarchical modeling is necessary to improve the understanding of complex climate 

processes and feedbacks. It is not possible to tease out the complex feedbacks in a highly 

parameterized full GCM without the concurrent use of simple models where the physical
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processes can be understood (Bony et al., 2006). We have developed a two-dimensional 

(vertical) energy-based lattice model to investigate transient and asymptotic behavior of 

thermodynamic processes in an Arctic sea ice and ocean system. The model includes 

the nonlinear aspect of the ice-water phase transition, a nonlinear diffusive energy trans

port within a heterogeneous ice-ocean lattice, and spatiotemporal atmospheric and oceanic 

forcing at the boundaries. The network structure of the ice-ocean lattice easily allows to 

implement spatial and temporal heterogeneities in the albedo and in the local diffusivities 

that are caused by the presence of water, ice, and snow. The model is introduced in Sect. II. 

First results for a horizontally homogeneous ice-ocean layer are discussed in Sect. Ill, in

cluding bistability between perennial ice and perennial open water, related hysteresis, and 

transient seasonal ice cover.

2.4 Model

We introduce a complex systems model to investigate thermodynamic feedback processes 

in an Arctic ice-ocean layer (Fig. 2.1). The ice-ocean layer is represented as a regular net

work (lattice) of diffusively coupled cells (model domain). The state of each cell is deter

mined by its energy content E,y, which also defines the phase of the cell (solid, liquid). 

Each cell can exchange energy with its nearest neighbors via nonlinear diffusive coupling. 

Since energies are transported faster in ice than in open water, the local diffusion constants 

differ as they depend on the phase of the cell. The ice-ocean layer interacts with the at

mosphere; atmospheric heat fluxes (down and upwelling longwave radiation, shortwave 

solar radiation, and lateral heat fluxes from lower latitudes) are entering the upper surface 

(top row) as a spatiotemporal drive. Ocean heat fluxes provide a drive to the cells in the 

bottom row of the ice-ocean layer.

Various studies show that the collective time evolution of large networks of nonlin

ear dynamical elements is often dominated by the coupling properties rather than by the 

dynamical details of the elements as long as some core nonlinear characteristic physics is 

captured at the local scale (Cross and Hohenberg, 1993; Pecora and Hohenberg, 1998). In 

this sense we are not concerned with a complete description of the underlying thermo

dynamics of sea-ice growth, like the influence of brine on the growth and solidification
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Figure 2.1. The thin vertical ice-ocean layer is modeled by a regular network of diffusively 
interacting ice-ocean cells. The state of each cell is given by its energy content E,p  which 
also defines the phase of the cell (ice, water). Each cell can exchange energy with its nearest 
neighbors via state-dependent nonlinear diffusion. Atmospheric heat fluxes are entering 
at the upper surface (top row), and oceanic heat fluxes are entering at the bottom row 
of the ice-ocean layer. The inset shows the steplike phase transition between ice (4> = 0) 
and water (4> = 1) and the gradual release of latent heat L as the energy of a cell increases 
(shaded area).
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of sea ice 2 (Weeks and Hibler, 2010; Golden, Ackley, and Lytle, 1998; Thomas and Dieck

mann, 2003). At the local scale the model considers the core nonlinear process of freezing 

and melting and the associated release and absorption of latent heat. At the global scale 

the model considers interacting ice-water cells with heterogeneous and nonlinear diffusive 

energy transport properties and subject to a nonlinear spatiotemporal drive.

2.4.1 Model equations

The state o f a cell (i,j) at temperature T is determined by its total energy content E,;,

Ei.j = etj + L m .j ) ,  i = l,..,N ;) = l,..,M . (2.1)

e, j  is the amount of sensible heat (thermal energy without latent heat that is directly acces

sible to temperature changes), and L is the volumetric latent heat of fusion 3 . The physical 

constants and fixed system parameters used in this paper are summarized in reference 4 . 

<j>(E,y) is a phase factor that controls the liquid-solid phase transition; it is chosen to follow 

a smooth step-like function,

H E,,) = I  arctan [c(E,; - E m- L- ) ] + 1 (2.2)
% l l

that is centered at the middle of the latent heat release (inset of Fig. 2.1). The melting 

energy, Em = Q h3To, refers to the energy content of a cell of ice at temperature To = 273K, 

with C/ the volumetric heat capacity of ice, and h the dimension of the cubic cell. The

2Thermodynamic processes in sea ice are distinctly different from those in fresh water ice, since sea ice 
grows from a solution of water and various ions. Many of the physical variables depend on temperature, 
salinity or the age of the ice (Weeks and Hibler, 2010). The phase transition does not occur suddenly, that 
is, a volume of sea ice at the generally accepted freezing point of about -1 .8  °C does contain a considerable 
fraction of brine, which will solidify at lower temperatures (Golden, Ackley, and Lytle, 1998; Golden, 2001). 
Nonetheless, the core process of freezing and melting is similar to that of a pure water system in that during 
freezing latent heat is released and during melting latent heat is absorbed.

3The volumetric latent heat of fusion is calculated as L = I h with I the latent heat of fusion, h the 
dimension of a cubic cell, and pj/w the densities of ice/water. Temperature dependent density changes are 
ignored, except averaging over the density of water pw and the density of ice p; during the release of latent 
heat L. L = 8.67106/ for a single cell.

4Physical constants and fixed system parameters used in this paper: size of ice-ocean layer: N = 16, M = 100; 
dimension of cubic cell h = 0.3m; sharpness factor c = 10~5; density of water pw = 100Qkg/m3; density of ice
p/ = 917kg/m3; latent heat of fusion I = 3.35105J/kg; volumetric heat capacity of water Cw = 4.18106//(m3f(); 
volumetric heat capacity of ice Cj = 1.93106//(m3K); coupling constant £ = 1.6 x 105s/m2; thermal conductiv
ity of water kw = 0.6W/(mK); thermal conductivity of ice fcj = 2.2W/(mK), atmospheric transmittance t  = 0.7, 
albedo of open water aw = 0.07, latitude <J> = 80°N.
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sharpness of the phase transition is determined by c. In the asymptotic case, the phase 

factor is 4> = 0 for ice and 4> = 1 for water. These asymptotic values are reached within 1% 

at the beginning (E;,y = Em) and at the end of the latent heat release (E,y = Em + L) for a sharp 

phase transition with c = 10-5 .

The energy content of a cell in the solid phase is converted into temperature with 

Eij = C,h3T and T < To, and in the liquid phase the energy is converted with Ehj = Em + 

L + Cwh3(T -  To) and T > To- For energies during the phase transition Em < Ejj < E m + L the 

temperature is constant at T = To-

The time evolution o f  the energy content o f  a cell in a two-dimensional vertical ice-ocean 

layer is modeled as a driven and diffusively coupled map lattice,

£!■/> = £!-, (2.3)

J t = - 1

+ ? E D- W ( ^ r ^ )
*=-1

+ 8 ii^ 4(jRsvv + Rlw + Ea) + &Ni£,h4F0.

The energy content E^j1 of cell (i,j) at discrete time n +1 depends on the energy content Efj 

of this cell at the previous time step n (n e  No) and on the gradient-driven energy transport 

between neighboring cells. D refers to a heterogenous and nonlinear diffusion constant. 

Radiative and atmospheric heat fluxes provide a spatiotemporal drive to the cells in the 

upper surface (/ — 1) of the ice-ocean layer; they include solar shortwave radiation flux 

density Rsw< longwave radiative flux balance density R$w, and lateral atmospheric flux 

density Fa. Rsw as well as Rlw depend on the state of the cell £,.; . The ocean heat flux 

density F0 provides a spatiotemporal drive to the cells in the bottom surface (i = N) of the 

ice-ocean layer. 8y represents the Kronecker delta, and C, is a global coupling constant 5 

. For a cell at a boundary only energy gradients to its linked neighboring cells enter into 

Eq. (2.3).

Nonlinear and heterogeneous dijfusivities govern the energy transport within the ice-ocean

'’The global coupling constant C = ^  = 1.6 x 105s/m2 (with a cell dimension of h = 0.3m and a time step 
of At = 4h) used for the coupled map lattice in this paper corresponds to (but must not be limited to) the 
discretized energy diffusion equation (PDE) for constant diffusivities.
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Figure 2.2. The diffusivity D[12] between two cells, labeled 1 and 2, as a function of the 
energy £i of cell 1 in the neighborhood of the phase transition. The energy £2 of cell 2 is at 
the melting energy £2 = Em (dotted line), in the middle of the phase transition £2 = Em + L j2 
(dashed line), and immediately after the release of latent heat £2 = Em + L (full line). Since 
only two cells are considered, the index j  in Eq. (2.5) is neglected.

layer. The local thermal diffusion constant D;.; within a cell (/,/') depends nonlinearly on 

the state E, j according to
ki + {kw-ki)  ■<)>(£;./)

D,; = (2.4)
Cl + (Cw -  Cl) • <>(£(.;) ’

where ki/w are the thermal conductivities of ice/water. If neighboring cells are in differ

ent states, the local diffusivities are determined from a superposition of thermal conduc

tances (Campbell and Norman, 1998). This leads to following diffusivity between

two cells, (ii,j) and (12,7):

^ [ ' i  *2].; ^ (2.5)

The diffusivities £>,.[/, ,/2] between two neighboring horizontal cells follow in analogy by 

transposition. Figure 2.2 shows the diffusivity 2] [neglecting the index j  in Eq. (2.5)] 

between two cells, labeled 1 and 2, for states in the neighborhood of the liquid-solid phase 

transition. The diffusivity can differ up to a factor of eight. It is highest, if adjacent cells are 

both frozen [E, -  (Em + L/2) <  0, and i = 1,2)], and diminishes rapidly with the onset of melt

ing until its lowest value is reached when adjacent cells are both liquid [£, -  (Em + L/2) > 0, 

and i = 1,2]. From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) follows the asymptotic value for the diffusivity be

tween two frozen cells with phases «I> = 0 as D[12] - k i /C i  and in analogy between two 

liquid cells with phases <h = 1 as Dji.2] = kw/Cw; the diffusivity between one liquid and one
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frozen cell in the asymptotic case of <t>(£i) = 1 and 4>(E2) = 0 is D[12] = d i f f e r  Figure 2.2 

also shows that for a fixed energy £ 2 the diffusivity D[12j is rather constant over a range 

of energies Ei, i.e. the asymptotic values are "reached" close to the center of the phase 

transition where Ei -  (Em + E/2) ss 0.

2.4.2 Spatiotemporal Drive

Atmospheric heat fluxes provide a spatiotemporal drive to the cells in the upper surface of 

the ice-ocean layer [Eq. (2.3)], including main features of longwave radiative flux balance, 

the absorbed solar shortwave radiative flux balance, and lateral atmospheric heat fluxes 

entering from lower latitudes. Ocean heat fluxes enter at the bottom of the ice-ocean layer 

(Fig. 2.1).

The longwave radiative flu x  balance density Rlw is determined from the difference of ther

mal radiation emitted from the atmosphere and emitted from the surface of the ice-ocean 

layer,

Rlw = [ea(T) -e ^ o T 4, (2.6)

with surface temperature T and Stefan Boltzmann constant a. Sea ice and ocean are near 

perfect blackbody emitters, and their thermal radiation can be calculated from Stefan- 

Boltzmann's law for greybody emitters with es = 0.96 being a good approximation for sea 

ice's and ocean's surface emissivity. The emissivity of the atmosphere e«(T) depends on 

spatiotemporal variations in emissivity due to cloud cover, water vapor pressure, temper

ature and local pressure, and is a topic of much debate (Campbell and Norman, 1998; Bony 

et al., 2006). We limit our model to clear sky conditions 6 and calculate the emissivity efl(T) 

for a water air mixture (Siegel and Howell, 1992),

ea =ao

pw[atm] is the saturation vapor pressure [Eq. (2.8)], and pa is assumed to be the standard

atmospheric pressure (ptt = 1 atm), ao = 0.683 and a\ = 1.17 are empirical coefficients for

T  = 300K, b = 5 (300/ T )C 2 + 0 .5  is the self-broadening coefficient for water vapor, and Le is

the mean beam length of the gas (Le = 40m).

6 Assuming surface temperahire for the atmosphere's longwave radiation in Eq. (2.6) corresponds to an 
effective cloud cover, as actual clear sky would have a temperature around T = 5K.

-e x p (-« i(
pwLe300{pa +  bpw)

>s)
(2.7)
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The saturation vapor pressure pw that is entering into Eq. (2.7) is calculated from the 

World Meteorological Organizations recommended parameterization by Goff (1957)7,

log10 pw = 10.79574(1-273.16/1) (2.8)

-  5.02800 log10(T/273.16) + 0.78614 

+ 1.50475 x K T4(1 -  io8 2969(T/273 16~1))

+ 0.42873 x 10-3(104-76955(1- 27316^  - 1 ) ,

where temperature T is in K and the vapor pressure pw is in hPa.

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a steep increase of the atmospheric emissivity £a as a function of the 

surface cell energy E in an energy interval of about 2L around the phase transition. Only 

slight changes in surface cell energy can strongly influence the sky's emissivity. Outside 

of this energy interval as well as during the phase transition, £« is rather independent 

of changes in energy content. Figure 2.3(b) illustrates that the longwave radiative flux 

balance density Rlw [Eq. (2.6)] is negative for all surface cell energies (and in analogy for all 

surface temperatures). This drive alone would lead to a completely frozen ice-ocean layer. 

The figure also reveals a weak local minimum around the phase transition (i.e. around 

the freezing temperature To) 8 . This corresponds to a stabilizing effect of the longwave 

radiative balance on the energy budget of the ice-ocean layer, especially during the Arctic 

night where solar (shortwave) radiation is absent. Below the phase transition [Fig. 2.3(b)], 

longwave radiative losses become smaller (Rlw increases) as the surface gets colder. Above 

the phase transition, the longwave radiative losses decrease also (Rlw increases locally) as 

the surface warms slightly before increasing rapidly. This increase indicates a stable state 

in the liquid phase 9 .

7Parameterizations for saturation vapor pressure over ice and water differ, but they are negligibly small in 
the temperature range considered here (Goff, 1957). We further assume that the atmosphere is saturated with 
water vapor at the interface between atmosphere and ice-ocean layer.

8A weak local minimum in Rlw around the freezing temperature Tq was also reported by 
Thorndike (Thorndike, 1992) in a significantly different model. Instead of an atmospheric spatiotemporal 
drive acting on an extended ice-ocean layer, Thorndike uses an atmospheric model coupled to a 1-dimensional 
ice-ocean model.

9 A qualitative argument for the stable state in the liquid phase is presented. If solar radiation is assumed to 
be constant in time (e.g. replaced with its yearly average), the total drive is given by a shift in Rlw [Fig. 2.3(b)] 
such that it vanishes at three discrete energies. In the spatially homogeneous case a zero drive yields E fJ1 = £/ 
in Eq. (2.3). The fixed point with E -  (Em +L/2) > 1 is stable due to the negative slope of the shifted Rlw-curve 
in this E-regime. In addition simulations of Eq. (2.3) reveal a stable asymptotic cycle for OW in the "AE/Af
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Figure 2.3. Atmospheric emissivity and longwave radiative flux balance, (a) Atmospheric 
emissivity efl versus energy content £  of a cell, calculated from Eqs. (2.7,2.8) with pa = 1 atm, 
flo = 0.683, flj = 1.17, b = 5(300/T)1//2 + 0.5, Le = 40m. (b) Longwave radiative flux balance 
density Rlw in relation to surface cell energy E, following Eq. (2.6). The horizontal part 
of the graphs in (a) and (b) indicate the phase transition. ea and Rlw are T-dependent and 
therefore not affected by the energy change due to latent heat release during the phase 
transition. The conversion between temperature and energy is given in Sect. II A.
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Figure 2.4. Atmospheric attenuation factor xm for direct solar radiation flux density in 
Eq. (2.9) versus zenith angle y  for different atmospheric transmittances x. Standard atmo
spheric pressure pa = 101.3kPa was used for the optical air mass number tn in Eq. (2.10). The 
curve marked with an arrow corresponds to the total attenuation factor xm + 0.3(1 -  xm) for 
direct and diffuse solar radiation flux density [Eq. (2.9)] with x = 0.7. The bold lines corre
spond to the parameter used in this paper (x = 0.7).

Incoming solar radiation onto the surface of the ice-ocean layer is considerably reduced 

due to scattering in the atmosphere. The solar shortwave radiation flux density Rsw that is 

absorbed at the surface of the ice-ocean layer is given by (Campbell and Norman, 1998)

Rsw = (1 -  a)Spo[xm + 0.3(1 -  xw)]. (2.9)

(1 -  a) is the portion of incoming solar radiative flux density that is absorbed at the surface 

of the ice-ocean layer, and a  is the surface albedo 10 . Spo = So cosy is the extraterrestrial 

solar flux density on a surface perpendicular to the incoming flux; it depends on the zenith 

angle y  (y  < 9 0 °)11 and the solar constant So = 1367W/m2.

The factor in square brackets in Eq. (2.9) describes the interaction of the solar radia

tion with the atmosphere (Campbell and Norman, 1998). Due to scattering processes only 

a portion xm of the extraterrestrial solar flux density Spo reaches the surface of the earth

vs E" phase space (At = 1 day). An analogous argument and simulation holds for the stable state in the solid 
phase.

10The spectral albedo a(X) for a given wave length X is defined as the ratio of reflected R$w to incoming R^w
R'1 (X)shortwave solar radiation, a(X) = The albedo a  used throughout the paper is defined as the integral of
"swW

the spectral albedo over the solar shortwave radiation spectrum.
"Diffuse solar radiation received during twilight (y e  [90°,96°]) and corresponding corrections to the for

mula for the extraterrestrial solar flux density SpQ are neglected. In addition, the error in omitting the ec
centricity e in the extraterrestrial solar flux density, Spo = Sqpcosy, is considered small since e e [0.97,1.03],
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directly as attenuated solar beam (direct solar radiation flux density). The other portion 

1 -  xm of the extraterrestrial solar flux density is scattered diffusely in all directions; it is 

assumed that 30% of the diffuse solar radiation flux density eventually reaches the surface 

of the earth.

t  represents the atmospheric transmittance. The optical air mass number m refers to 

an effective path length of the solar radiation through the atmosphere and depends on the 

zenith angle y,

m = ------, (2.10)
101.3 cos \|/

where pa is the atmospheric pressure in kPa (we use standard pressure, pa = 101.3fcPa). 

Figure 2.4 shows the decrease of direct solar radiation flux density with zenith angle 

as it is expressed in the attenuation factor t m for the earth's surface. It also reveals that 

diffuse solar radiation plays an important role in the shortwave energy budget at high 

zenith angles, i.e. when the sun is low above the horizon. While diffuse solar radiation 

could be ignored for lower latitudes, it cannot be discarded for the Arctic region where 

high zenith angles are very common early and late during the Arctic day.

The solar shortwave component Rsw of the spatiotemporal drive is explicitly time de

pendent due to the annual and daily cycle of the zenith angle. The zenith angle y  depends 

on the declination angle 8, the latitude <l>, the time of day t[h], and the time of solar noon 

toM,

cosy = sin<hsin8 + cos<I>cos8cos[15(f -  to)]- (2.11)

Since solar time is considered in this paper, solar noon occurs at to = 12 hours. The factor 

15 converts solar time to hour angles. Zenith angles greater than 90° mean the sun is below 

the horizon. The declination angle 8 is calculated through the empirical equation

sin8 = 0.39785 x  (2.12)

sin[278.97 + 0.9856/ +1.9165 sin(356.6 + 0.9856/)],

where / is the number of the calendar day.

The solar shortwave radiation flux density Rsw in Eq. (2.9) is also evolving in time since 

the surface albedo a  depends on the state E,y of the cell,

a  = oq+ (aw-<Xi )<|>(E,.;). (2.13)
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Figure 2.5. Annual cycle of the solar shortwave radiative flux density Rsw [Eq. (2.9)] at 
the surface of an ice-ocean layer at latitude <t> = 80°N. For the first half of the year (shaded 
gray) an ice covered ocean (a = 0.7) was assumed, and for the second half an open ocean 
with albedo a  = 0.07. The black bands mark the minimum and maximum of the daily 
oscillations in Rsw- For a constant albedo throughout the year, either of the black bands 
would be symmetrically continued/mirrored into the other half of the year.

(Xj/w represent the albedo for ice/water11 . Sea ice is reflecting a large portion of the 

incoming solar radiation, its albedo a / is relatively high with empirical values between 

0.5 and 0.9. Open water absorbs nearly all solar radiation, and its albedo is very low, 

aw = 0.07. These albedo values are based on empirical data integrated over the visible 

spectrum (Eicken, 2003).

Figure 2.5 shows an annual cycle of absorbed solar shortwave radiative flux density 

Rsw [Eq. (2.9)] at the earth's surface at latitude 80°N. An ice covered surface with a  = 0.7 

was assumed for the first half of the year (shaded gray), and open water surface with 

a  = 0.07 was assumed for the second half. The energy uptake of open ocean is up to a 

factor of 4 larger. The seasonality of the shortwave energy budget is obvious in the figure, 

starting with zero absorbed solar radiation during the Arctic night (sun below horizon), 

and followed by oscillating, but permanent, solar radiation during the Arctic day.

The spatiotemporal drive at the top surface of the ice-ocean layer further includes the 

lateral atmospheric heat flux density Fa( Fig. 2.1), which represents heat sources entering from 

lower latitudes. This component of the drive currently enters into the model [Eq. (2.3)] 

as a system parameter. Ocean heat fluxes provide a drive to the cells in the bottom row 

of the ice-ocean layer (Fig. 2.1). The ocean heat flux density F0 represents the energy source
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due to warmer (non-freezing) ocean temperatures below the ice-ocean layer as well as 

lateral ocean heat sources from lower latitudes. All ocean heat flux densities are currently 

represented by the parameter F0. Lateral atmospheric heat flux density Fa and oceanic heat 

flux density F0 are a major component to the total heat budget of the Arctic region (Serreze 

et al., 2007). Atmospheric heat flux densities for the Arctic are usually on the order of 

100W /m 2, while oceanic heat flux densities are on the order of 1 W /m 2.

Figure 2.6 shows a typical annual cycle of the total surface radiative drive Rs, includ

ing longwave, shortwave and lateral atmospheric heat flux densities, R$ -  Rlw + Rsw + F« 

[Eq. (2.3)]. All cells of the ice-ocean layer were initially below but close to the solid-liquid 

phase transition, with a linear vertical energy profile and a homogeneous horizontal en

ergy distribution. At the beginning of the annual cycle the sun is below the horizon (Arctic 

night), and the total surface radiative drive is negative and rather constant; this is due to 

negligible changes in surface temperature that yield a rather robust longwave radiative en

ergy loss and due to constant positive lateral atmospheric heat fluxes. After about 50 days, 

Rs starts to significantly increase and to oscillate due to the solar shortwave radiation Rsw 

when the sun is permanently above the horizon during the Arctic day (80°N). Accom

panied by this is a slightly decreasing albedo a  (Fig. 2.6), with the surface still frozen, 

a  «  a/. At about 170 days there is a sharp increase in total surface heat influx due to the 

phase transition of the surface from ice to water; clearly more solar radiation is absorbed 

as the albedo decreases [Eq. (2.9)]. After about 170 days the high total surface radiative 

drive gradually decreases due to the change of the solar path (zenith angle) until the Arc

tic night is reached with a relatively constant total heat loss. A comparison of Figs. 2.5 

and 2.6 shows that during the Arctic day the total surface radiative forcing R$ resembles 

the shortwave radiative budget Rsw/ while during the Arctic night the heat flux remains 

relatively constant.

This model was designed to systematically explore a variety of physical parameters 

and spatiotemporal inhomogeneities. The network structure of the dynamical elements 

close to the ice-water phase transition allows to introduce spatial and temporal inhomo

geneities due to different types of ice cover, snow cover, or melt ponds; the spatiotemporal 

atmospheric and oceanic drive can cover inhomogeneities due to cloud cover or ocean 

currents. As a first step however, the dynamics needs to be understood in more simple
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Figure 2.6. Total surface radiative drive, Rs = Rlw + Rsw + E« [Eq. (2.3), solid line] for a typ
ical annual cycle with melting surface ice. The corresponding surface albedo a  [Eq. (2.13), 
dashed line] is plotted on the right axis. A vertically linear and horizontally homogeneous 
energy profile was considered as initial condition, with Ei ̂  - E m-  0.0819L in the top row, 
and Ei6,/ = Em -  0.0493L in the bottom row of the ice-ocean layer (N = 16, M = 100). Other 
system parameters are d/ = 0.7, Fa = 185.25W/m2, and F0 = 0.1 W /m 2 besides the standard 
parameters4 in this paper.
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situations (Sect. 2.5) that can be compared to relevant findings in one-dimensional analyti

cal and numerical models (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007; 

Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009). The model also fulfills the following benchmarks: (i) the 

energy is conserved in a closed system, and (ii) the ice thickness follows a Stefan-Model

like ice growth (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959), i.e. the ice thickness increases as the square 

root of time under constant heat input at the bottom and constant heat removal at the top 

of the grid.

Several studies of the Arctic sea ice (Bjork and Sonderkvist, 2002; Eicken, 2003; Bitz 

and Roe, 2004; Bony et al., 2006) motivate the variation of following relevant physical pa

rameters in the model. Lateral atmospheric heat flux Fa and ocean heat flux F0 are major 

sources of energy intake into the ice-ocean layer, their values and properties are still open 

for debate. The sea-ice albedo a / is a critical parameter that enters into the solar short

wave radiative drive; observations reveal that a/ varies drastically depending on the type 

of ice. In addition the total initial energy and its distribution over the ice-ocean layer de

termine the system dynamics; diffusivities, longwave radiative drive, and albedo depend 

nonlinearly on the energy content of a cell.

2.5 Model Results

This model is explored for an ice-ocean layer with various vertical initial energy profiles 

and a spatially homogeneous energy distribution in the horizontal direction. The spa

tiotemporal drive of the ice-ocean layer is varied through parameter changes in the ice 

albedo a j, the lateral atmospheric heat flux Fa and the ocean heat flux F0. A cell (i.j) is con

sidered frozen if its energy content is E, j < Em + L/2, which corresponds to a phase factor 

of < 0.5 [Fig. 2.1]; otherwise the cell is considered to be in its liquid state.

2.5.1 Bistable System: An Example

All our simulations show that the model exhibits two qualitatively different asymptotic 

stable steady states in the parameter regime of interest. The open water state (OW) refers 

to an ice-ocean layer (model domain) that is entirely in the liquid phase throughout the 

year, and the ice-covered state (IC) refers to an ice-ocean layer with perennial ice. In the IC 

state the model domain is mainly in the solid phase with a liquid layer at the bottom due
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Figure 2.7. Average cell energy (£) of the ice/ocean layer (N = 16, M = 100) as a function 
of time t for three slightly different initial energies. The initial condition for the bottom 
graph is a thin ice layer with E g  = Em, £2,/ = Em + §, E,>2.; = Em + 0.55L . For the middle 
graph these initial energies were increased by 1%, and for the top graph by 5%. All other 
parameters where fixed to a / = 0.7, Fa = 185.25 WrrT2, and F0 = 0.1 Wm "2 besides the 
standard parameters4 in this paper.

to the ocean heat influx. Seasonal ice cover exists in this model as a transient phenomenon.

A qualitative argument for the existence of two stable states follows from the shape 

of the longwave radiative flux balance density Rlw in Fig. 2.3b. If the energy of a frozen 

surface cell decreases, its longwave radiative losses Rlw decrease as well; in a stable ice- 

covered state this energy loss is balanced by the positive shortwave radiation flux density 

Rsw and the positive constant lateral atmospheric heat flux density Fa. On the other side 

if the energy of a sufficiently warm liquid cell increases, the longwave radiative losses in

crease also; in a stable OW state this energy loss is balanced by the positive solar shortwave 

radiation and Fa.

A representative example for the evolution of an ice-ocean layer that is initially covered 

with a thin layer of ice is shown in Fig. 2.7 for slightly different initial energies and a 

fixed, typical spatiotemporal atmospheric and oceanic drive. The average cell energy, (E) = 

WM Y jjt1 Ei,j> decreases to reach the asymptotic state of perennial ice cover. An increase of 

the initial energy of each cell by 1% and 5% respectively yields the asymptotic state of open 

water. The large annual oscillations during the transient phase to the OW state are due to 

the ice-albedo feedback; as the initially thin layer of surface ice melts the surface albedo a  

decreases and the absorption of shortwave radiation increases to facilitate further melting
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of sea-ice during the Arctic summer [Eq. (2.9)]. These oscillations become weaker closer to 

the asymptotic state as the annual albedo changes are small in the absence of a seasonal 

ice-cover.

Changes in the distribution of initial cell energies (with a fixed total initial energy) can 

also alter the asymptotic state from IC to OW. For example, randomly reshuffling the initial 

cell energies allows for water cells at the top surface of the ice-ocean layer, which have a 

clearly reduced albedo and thus a clearly increased absorption of short wave radiation 

to facilitate the open water asymptotic state. These preliminary results indicate that the 

introduction of spatial inhomogeneities in the ice albedo will influence the transient and 

asymptotic dynamics of an ice-ocean layer, not discussed within this paper.

2.5.2 Separatrix between Open Water and Ice-Covered Asymptotic State

The bistable system is studied in a 2-dimensional parameter space spanned by the ice 

albedo a/ and the lateral atmospheric heat flux Fa. Both of these parameters are critical 

for an understanding of Arctic sea ice and crucial to further studies on sea ice with spatial 

inhomogeneities due to different types of ice or snow cover. Figure 2.8 points to a linear 

separatrix between the IC and the OW asymptotic state. Due to the increasingly slower 

convergence of (E) closer to the critical parameters, a lower and upper bound for the sep

aratrix is presented.

The linear separatrix within the "Fa vs aj"  parameter space indicates that the location 

of the critical IC states (states close to the transition between IC and OW) is only weakly, 

if at all, coupled to the longwave radiative drive component Rlw. The argumentation is 

as follows: If the system is in a critical IC state, then a fixed increase in the ice-albedo, 

Aotj corresponds to a unique increase AFa for the system to be in another critical IC state 

(everywhere along the separatrix curve), since is constant. Since Rsw depends linearly 

on a  and a  «  a/ for a frozen cell, it also follows that is constant. This indicates that 

critical IC states are related to each other via specific changes in solar radiation and in 

lateral atmospheric drive, at least at this macroscopic level of system description.
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Figure 2.8. Separatrix between the open water (OW) and the ice-covered (IC) asymptotic 
stable state in the 2-dimensional parameter space spanned by the lateral atmospheric heat 
flux Fa and the ice albedo a /. All simulations started with an initially frozen ice-ocean 
layer with a linear energy profile between E ij = Em -  0.12L and E\(,,j = Em — 0.09L. The 
parameter resolution is Act/ = 0.1 and AFa = 0.5Wm~2. Simulations within the white (dark 
gray) triangle, including its boundaries, converge to the OW (IC) stable state within 27 
years of real time, whereas simulations within the light gray area have not converged 
during that time. Symbols denote actual data points. The two solid lines within the light 
gray area mark simulations which have converged after 41 years of real time to the IC 
state (lower line) or to the OW state (upper line). The dashed line further narrows down 
the location of the separatrix; simulations below (on and above) the dashed line have not 
converged but show a negative (positive) rate of change of average cell energy (E) from 
the second to last to the last annual cycle and are expected to eventually reach the IC (OW) 
state. The parameters are F0 = 2 Wm“2 and the standard parameters4 . The horizontal line 
marks the parameters explored in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Time evolution of the average cell energy. Lower figure: Time evolution of 
the average cell energy (E) of an initially frozen ice-ocean layer for varying ice albedos 
a / along the horizontal line in Fig. 2.8 at F„ = 197.5Wm~2. From top to bottom the graphs 
correspond to a / = 0.07 (black, thick line), 0.2 (grey), 0.3 (black), 0.4 (grey, thick line), 0.5 
(black), 0.6 (grey), 0.7 (black), 0.8 (grey) and 0.9 (black). All simulations for a / < 0.7 reach 
the OW asymptotic state, while simulations with a / = 0.8 and 0.9 approach their respective 
IC asymptotic states [cf. Fig. 2.8]. The symbol on each graph marks the loss of perennial 
sea ice. The dashed horizontal line denotes the initial average cell energy. The upper 
figure shows the surface phase factor <l>s = of the top row in the ice-ocean layer for
simulations with a / = 0.3 and a / = 0.5. The convergence behavior to the OW states is not 
plotted in the panels to better resolve the transition dynamics.
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2.5.3 Characteristics of the Ice-Ocean Layer for Varying Ice Albedos

The albedo of sea ice is not a constant. It can vary significantly due to numerous effects 

such as conditions of ice formation, age of ice, and snow cover. While the current model 

neglects changes of ice albedo over time, a basic understanding of the effect of lowering 

or raising the ice albedo is needed to gain insight into the robustness of transient and 

asymptotic dynamics.

Figure 2.9 shows the evolution of the average cell energy (£) of an initially frozen ice- 

ocean layer for varying ice albedos a;. Lower ice albedos cause an earlier warming due 

to higher uptake of solar shortwave radiation during ice covered surface conditions. High 

ice albedos (a/ = 0.8 and 0.9 in Fig. 2.9) cause comparatively small absorption of solar 

radiation; the system stays in a state of perennial ice cover and asymptotically reaches the 

IC state. The simulation with a/ = aw = 0.07 is a control run for the absence of albedo 

feedback. In this case, the absorption of solar radiation does not differ between ice and 

water, but energy-dependent physical material properties (D) change due to the phase 

transition, and longwave radiative drive Rlw varies with the surface energy (temperature).

The warming of the ice-ocean layer can be broken down into three regimes: (i) Slow 

warming under ice covered conditions (until time marked by symbol "*"), (ii) rapid warm

ing after surface ice melt (e.g., from 2 to about 6 years in case of a/ = 0.07), and (iii) slow 

approach of asymptotically stable OW state. For comparison, the times for perennial ice 

cover, seasonal ice cover, and open water are presented by the phase factor <£(£1,/) of the 

top row of the ice-ocean layer, and plotted in the upper part of Fig. 2.9 for two different ice 

albedos.

During perennial ice-cover [phase (i)] the average cell energy (£) increases gradually 

(linearly) with time for all a/ with transition to the OW state. A comparatively larger 

ice albedo corresponds to a smaller rate of energy change and longer times to reach the 

first surface ice melt. Superimposed to this linear energy increase are smaller amplitude 

oscillations that originate from the absorption of solar radiation during the Arctic summer 

and from the absence of solar radiation during the Arctic winter. At the times marked by 

symbol surface ice starts to melt which induces a change in warming behavior (phase 

ii). A short period of seasonal ice is followed by perennial open water. During seasonal ice 

cover the average energy increases sharply, starting with a kink in the graphs that indicate
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Figure 2.10. Hysteresis of the average cell energy (E) as a response to varying atmospheric 
lateral heat flux Fa. Simulations with an initially ice-covered state (diamonds) started with 
a linear energy profile between the top row E^ = Em — 0.07L and the bottom row E ^ j = Em -  
0.04L, i.e. the entire ice-ocean layer is initially frozen with a surface albedo of a(t = 0) = 0.7. 
Simulations with an initially open water state (dots) were initiated with a linear energy 
profile ranging from Ei j = Em + 2.4E at the surface to E ^ j - E m + 2.7L at the bottom; the 
initial surface albedo is a(f = 0) = 0.07. Each data point corresponds to the asymptotic state 
reached by a single simulation. The arrows mark the jump in the hysteresis curve. The 
system parameters are a  j = 0.7 and F0 = 2 Wm~2 besides the standard parameters4 in this 
paper.

the onset of the albedo feedback. Melting of ice causes higher uptake of solar radiation to 

amplify the melting of ice. Once perennial water conditions are reached under the rapid 

warming regime (phase ii), the reduced longwave radiative energy loss in the range E -  

(Em + L/2) e  [0.6L,1.3E] [Fig. 2.3b] is the significant driver for the rapid warming. All the 

simulations approaching the OW state are now governed by the same physical parameters 

as no ice is left, and the differences in ice-albedo are only manifested in slightly different 

energies at the beginning of perennial open water. All of these simulations converge to the 

same OW state but with different transient time (phase iii), much in analogy to the case 

discussed in Fig. 2.7.

2.5.4 Hysteresis in the "Future" of Arctic Model Sea Ice

An important question concerning sea ice retreat in the Arctic is under which conditions a 

perennially ice-free ocean (OW stable state) would return to being perennially ice covered. 

We therefore study the response of Arctic sea ice (E) to varying inputs of lateral atmo
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spheric heat flux Fa. Starting with an initially ice-covered state (diamonds in Fig. 2.10), the 

system reaches the IC stable asymptotic state for atmospheric lateral heat fluxes below a 

critical value of F„ «  198Wm~2. Once Fa exceeds the critical value, the system transitions 

to the OW stable asymptotic state. These findings can be understood as the initial albedo 

is that of ice, a(t = 0) = a / = 0.7, which strongly limits the energy up-take due to solar radi

ation Rsw [Fig. 2.5], unless Fa reaches a level high enough to induce surface melting. The 

albedo of water is aw = 0.07, and the now enhanced absorption of solar radiation causes a 

transition to the OW stable state. Once the OW stable state is reached Fa has to be reduced 

significantly, to approximately 174Wm”2, to return the model domain back to the IC stable 

state. This is due to the reverse effect as the initially open water state absorbs compara

tively large amounts of shortwave radiation, which keeps the model domain perennially 

unfrozen. If Fa is reduced to the point that the total heat loss in the winter months, due to 

the negative longwave energy budget Rlw [Fig. 2.3b], induces freezing of the surface cells, 

then the surface albedo increases to reduce the shortwave energy uptake. For each of the 

asymptotic states a linear relation between (£) and Fa is revealed in Fig. 2.10.

The lack of reversibility between stable asymptotic states under changing system input 

is a typical phenomenon in bistable systems. For a given lateral atmospheric heat flux Fa 

within the parameter regime of coexistence of the two stable states, the asymptotic state 

cannot be predicted without information about the history of the system. Re-establishing 

the Arctic sea ice after it is gone requires a drastic reduction of lateral atmospheric heat 

flux.

2.5.5 Ocean Heat Flux versus Lateral Atmospheric Heat Flux

An ice-ocean layer whose surface is initially homogeneously covered with ice experiences 

a constant sum of ocean heat flux and lateral atmospheric heat flux, Fa + F0 = 185.25Wm~2, 

while their ratio is varied. Figure 2.11 shows that the system asymptotically reaches the 

OW state for ocean heat fluxes above a critical value; otherwise it asymptotically reaches 

the IC state. The time it takes the system to converge to the stable state increases drastically 

for ocean heat fluxes close to the critical value. This figure also indicates clearly that ocean 

heat flux is more efficient than atmospheric heat flux to melt Arctic sea ice; only small por

tions of heat entering from the bottom already induce transitions to the OW state. This is
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Figure 2.11. Temporal variation of the average cell energy. Lower panel: Temporal varia
tion of the average cell energy (E) for an initially ice-covered ice-ocean layer close to the 
phase transition. The sum of lateral atmospheric heat flux Fa and ocean heat flux F0 is kept 
constant, Fa + F0 = 185.25 W m~2; their ratio is varied with the ocean heat flux decreasing 
from top to bottom, F0 -  20 W m-2, F0 = 17 W m~2, F0 = 15 W m-2 , F0 = 10 W m~2, F0 = 7 W 
m "2, and F0 = 5 W m '2. The upper three curves asymptotically approach their respective 
OW state, whereas the lower curves approach their IC state. Initial condition and all other 
system parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.7. The top panel shows the time evolution 
of the albedo a  for the simulation in the lower panel with F0 = 20 W m“2. The conver
gence behavior to the OW states is not plotted in the panels to better resolve the transition 
dynamics.
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understandable as heat F0 entering at the bottom of the ice-ocean layer cannot escape it 

immediately, but has to diffuse to the upper surface, which is the only location where heat 

loss occurs. In contrast, at least parts of Fa can escape the model domain immediately as 

longwave radiative loss Rlw- The findings in Fig. 2.11 tell that ocean heat fluxes should not 

be underestimated regarding its consequences for Arctic sea ice melting. They are consis

tent with recent observations in the Canada Basin(Shimada et al., 2006), where patterns of 

ice reduction in the Arctic Ocean correlated well with the inflow of warm Pacific summer 

water.

The time-evolution of those simulations transitioning towards the OW stable state is 

governed by three regimes, a slow increase of energy during perennial ice cover, a strong 

increase in energy during a transient phase with seasonal ice during the winter months, 

and a slow convergence towards the respective asymptotic OW state. This follows from 

the time variation of {£) for F0 = 20Wm~2 (bottom panel, Fig. 2.11) in comparison to the 

time variation of the surface albedo a  (top panel, Fig. 2.11), a direct indicator of ice cover. 

The onset of the strong increase in (£) at t «  7 years, coincides with the first ice free sum

mer during which the surface albedo is only aw = 0.07, and thus clearly indicates an albedo 

feedback effect. The seasonal oscillations in (E) are amplified during this transient phase, 

and decrease again - somewhat delayed - after the start of perennial open water. The re

duced longwave radiative energy loss in the range E -  (Em + L/2) € [0.6£,1.3L] [Fig. 2.3b] 

additionally drives the strong energy uptake in this phase. With further increasing (sur

face) cell energy the longwave radiative energy loss continues to grow until it is balanced 

by the incoming shortwave solar radiation; the system converges to its respective OW 

state.

2.6 Conclusion

Between global circulation (climate) models and one-dimensional models of climate sub

systems exits a knowledge gap. While the global climate models describe large-scale in

teractions between oceans, landmasses and atmosphere reasonably well, their high degree 

of parameterization and their large number of variables make it difficult to isolate and 

understand single climate processes such as the ice albedo feedback (Bony et al., 2006). 

On the other hand, one-dimensional sea-ice models (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wet-
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tlaufer, 2009) provide theoretical insight into subsystems of climate; they are computation

ally cheap, but make it difficult to model spatial inhomogeneities such as heterogeneous 

ice albedo. Network (lattice) models may serve as an interface between these two model 

classes, opening a pathway to study isolated processes of spatially extended and possibly 

inhomogeneous climate sub-systems; they are computationally cheap enough to allow for 

detailed parameter variations.

We have introduced a two-dimensional energy-based lattice model with nonlinear dif

fusive coupling to investigate thermodynamic feedback processes in an Arctic ice-ocean 

layer. The state and phase of a lattice node is determined from the energy content of an 

ice-ocean cell. The interaction of the ice-ocean layer with the atmosphere is modeled as a 

spatiotemporal drive including shortwave solar radiation, longwave radiation budget and 

a lateral atmospheric heat flux that accounts for heat influxes from lower latitudes. Solar 

shortwave radiation includes diurnal and seasonal variations, and it is mitigated through 

an optical thickness parameterization of the atmosphere; cloud cover is not implemented 

to reduce the number of possible feedbacks. The longwave radiation budget between sur

face and atmosphere is based on Stefan Boltzmann's equation with a grey body emissiv

ity for the surface and a parameterized temperature dependent emissivity of an air-water 

mixture for the atmosphere. The interaction of the ice-ocean layer with the deep ocean is 

modeled by the ocean heat flux parameter.

The network structure of the model is designed to introduce spatial and temporal inho

mogeneities in the ice-ocean layer as well as in the atmospheric and oceanic drive. Before 

that however, the model dynamics needs to be understood in more simple situations. This 

paper also presents first results for a horizontally spatially homogeneous Arctic and time- 

independent model parameters; the results are promising insofar as they are consistent 

with results reported for one-dimensional analytical models (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman 

and Wettlaufer, 2009).

The system is bistable. One asymptotic stable state refers to an ice-ocean layer that is 

perennially open water, and the other asymptotic stable state refers to an ice-ocean layer 

that is perennially ice covered. Seasonal ice cover only appears as a transient state. These 

results are in analogy to one-dimensional thermodynamics sea-ice models (Thorndike, 1992; 

Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009) that implement a rather involved approach to modeling
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an atmosphere above the ice-ocean layer. As it is typical for bistable systems there exists a 

lack of reversibility (hysteresis) between these two stable states when varying the input, i.e. 

the lateral atmospheric heat flux. The implication is that once an ice covered ocean looses 

its perennial ice cover, significant cooling has to take place for an ice cover to re-establish.

We also find that ocean heat fluxes are more efficient than atmospheric heat fluxes to 

melt Arctic sea ice; only small portions of heat entering from the bottom of the ice-ocean 

layer induce already a transition to the stable asymptotic state with perennial open water. 

This indicates that ocean currents, understood as heat conveyors, can play a significant 

role in melting continuous ice covers. Recent observations in the Canada Basin(Shimada 

et al., 2006) show that patterns of ice reduction in the Arctic Ocean correlated well with the 

inflow of warm Pacific summer water. In future studies spatial and temporal variations of 

ocean heat fluxes, and the timing of warm water inflow may have a strong impact on year 

to year variations of Arctic sea ice cover and its transition to perennial open water.

The real strength of the network structure of the model lies in the fact that surface 

heterogeneities can be easily implemented. This is especially interesting on a small scale 

(ss 100m) to study the effect of ice albedo variations, a natural effect due to ice formation 

in moving water (pancake ice) and the processes of aging ice and wind-blown snow cover. 

Preliminary results suggest that slight heterogeneities can have a significant effect on tran

sient behavior. On a large scale (100 km) surface heterogeneities are relevant to study the 

effect of seasonal progression in the North-South direction. We expect interesting pattern 

formation phenomena in Arctic model sea ice when introducing various types of inhomo

geneities and gradients in future studies.
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Chapter 3

Albedo Parametrization and Reversibility of Sea Ice Decay1

3.1 Abstract

The Arctic's sea ice cover has been receding rapidly in recent years, and global climate 

models typically predict a further decline over the next century. It is an open question 

whether a possible loss of Arctic sea ice is reversible. We study the stability of Arctic model 

sea ice in a conceptual, two-dimensional energy-based regular network model of the ice- 

ocean layer that considers ARM's longwave radiative budget data and SHEBA albedo 

measurements. Seasonal ice cover, perennial ice and perennial open water are asymptotic 

states accessible by the model. We show that the shape of albedo parameterization near the 

melting temperature differentiates between reversible continuous sea ice decrease under 

atmospheric forcing and hysteresis behavior. Fixed points induced solely by the surface 

energy budget are essential for understanding the interaction of surface energy with the 

radiative forcing and the underlying body of ice/water, particularly close to a bifurcation 

point. Future studies will explore ice edge stability and reversibility in this lattice model, 

generalized to a latitudinal transect with spatiotemporal lateral atmospheric heat transfer 

and high spatial resolution.

3.2 Introduction

The future state of the Arctic's sea ice cover is subject to a multi-faceted discussion in the lit

erature. Results of general circulation models (GCMs) are scrutinized regarding the ice ex

tent under various forcing scenarios [Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007)]. Single column models [ODE, by e.g., Maykut and 

Untersteiner, 1971, Thorndike, 1992, Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009, Notz, 2009, Muller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011] and energy balance models [EBM, by e.g., Sellers, 1969, 

North, 1984] are used to discuss the stability of Arctic sea ice in terms of few interact

ing climate components. While GCMs contain the most detail of physical features found 

in the climate system and describe large-scale interactions between oceans, landmasses 

and atmosphere reasonably well, their complexity and high-dimensional parameter space

1 This chapter is published as: Miiller-Stoffels, M and R Wackerbauer, Albedo parametrization and reversibility 
o f sea ice decay, Nonlinear Processes in Geophysics 19, 81-94, 2012.
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require hierarchical modeling in order to understand complex climate processes and feed

backs (Bony et al., 2006).

Arctic sea ice has a relatively high albedo in the visible shortwave spectrum, while 

open water has a low albedo. When sea ice melts, the surface turns from a very good 

reflector of sunlight to a very good absorber; more open ocean absorbs more solar energy 

to melt more ice. This ice albedo feedback is one of several known major feedbacks of 

similar magnitude in the Arctic (Bony et al., 2006) and its understanding is crucial to the 

understanding of the stability of sea ice.

A variety of albedo parameterizations are used in the literature, ranging from steplike 

to more gradual albedo changes around the melting point. Albedo parameterizations in 

GCMs can depend on snow depth, ice thickness, and the frequency band of shortwave 

radiation, and typically exhibit a sharp step in some neighborhood of the phase transition 

(e.g., Bony et al., 2006; Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007; DeWeaver, Hunke, 

and Holland, 2008; Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985; Winton, 2008; Liu, Zhang, and Hor

ton, 2007). Small tuning of the ice albedo value severely changes the outcome of GCM's ice 

extent predictions (Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007). The IPCC, 2007 reports 

large intra- and inter-model differences in ice extent and ice volume for the coming cen

tury, but these GCMs do not only differ by the albedo parameterization. In EBM models 

the form of the albedo parametrization influences the existence of a small ice cap instabil

ity (North, 1984). In ODE models the loss of Arctic sea ice is found to be reversible or non- 

reversible (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009; Mtiller-Stoffels 

and Wackerbauer, 2011).

ODE-type ice albedo feedback models differ in forcing components and albedo param

eterization, and are realized in energy (Mtiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011), enthalpy 

(Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009), or temperature space (Thorndike, 1992; Notz, 2009). Pa

rameterizations for longwave radiative balances are similar among models insofar as ra

diative surface heat loss increases with temperature; they are assumed to be seasonally 

dependent (e.g., Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009) or only dependent on 

temperature (e.g., Notz, 2009; Mtiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011). Shortwave forcing 

was modeled as constant (Notz, 2009), binary on-off (Thorndike, 1992), monthly (Eisenman 

and Wettlaufer, 2009) and hourly (Mtiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011) surface heat in
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flux. These differences in shortwave forcing did not result in qualitatively different model 

dynamics and hysteresis behavior for the model used in this paper. Thus, we hypoth

esize that the albedo parametrization is key to the model's outcome regarding stability 

and reversibility of Arctic sea ice, since albedo parameterizations differ across models, 

including smooth (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011) and sharp (Thorndike, 1992) 

step-like albedo behavior around the melting point and wide linear albedo parameteriza

tions (Notz, 2009). In Section 3.3 we briefly describe the regular network model for the ice 

albedo feedback (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011), adjusted for ARM's longwave 

radiative budget data (Barrow, AK) and compared with albedo data from the SHEBA ex

periment. In Section 3.4 we discuss the relevance of fixed points induced by the annual 

average surface energy budget and the instantaneous surface energy budget for identify

ing bistability in parameter space as well as for understanding the system dynamics close 

to bifurcation points. The effect of albedo parameterization on the robustness of hysteresis 

is explored in Sect. 3.5.

3.3 Model and Albedo Parameterization

In the following we briefly describe the regular network model by Miiller-Stoffels and 

Wackerbauer, 2011 for an Arctic sea ice-ocean layer under atmospheric and oceanic forc

ing. Lattice (regular network) models are commonly used to describe nonlinear spatiotem

poral dynamics (Cross and Hohenberg, 1993; Stahlke and Wackerbauer, 2009). We review 

several albedo parameterizations from the literature that are used in conceptual models. 

The choice of parameterizations for longwave-radiative flux density and for albedo is mo

tivated from observational data.

3.3.1 Model

A thin vertical ice-ocean layer is modeled by a two-dimensional regular network of dif

fusively interacting ice-ocean cells (Mtiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011). A conceptual 

picture of the model domain is given in Fig. 3.1. The state of each cell (i,j) is given by its en

ergy content E,; , which also governs the liquid-solid phase transition. The model equation
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Figure 3.1. The thin vertical ice-ocean layer is modeled by a regular network of diffusively 
interacting ice-ocean cells. The state of each cell is given by its energy content £,■ p  which 
also defines the phase of the cell (ice, water). Each cell can exchange energy with its nearest 
neighbors via state-dependent nonlinear diffusion. Atmospheric heat fluxes are entering 
at the upper surface (top row), and oceanic heat fluxes are entering at the bottom row 
of the ice-ocean layer. The inset shows the steplike phase transition between ice (<l> = 0) 
and water (<I> = 1) and the gradual release of latent heat L as the energy of a cell increases 
(shaded area).

for the total energy (sensible and latent heat) E"J1 of cell (i,j) at discrete time n +1 is

E fJ1 = EnLj (3.1)

+ C t
J f c = - 1  

jt=—i

+ ShC^R sw + RlwJ + Sah# 4^ .

£ = At/h2 is a global coupling constant, that determines the relationship between tempo

ral and spatial resolution, constrained by numerical stability. D is a heterogeneous and
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nonlinear diffusion constant (local coupling). The model domain is forced by absorbed so

lar shortwave radiation Rsw, longwave radiative exchange Rlw between atmosphere and

this study. The factor li4 ensures correct dimension with h being the cell size. 8 represents 

the Kronecker delta. See also Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011 for model details, and 

Table 3.1 for the physical and numerical parameters used in this study.

The phase of each cell (i,j) determines its physical properties such as surface albedo 

or thermal diffusivity. The phase transition is modeled by a local energy-dependent phase 

factor (inset Fig. 3.1),

with melting energy Em and volumetric latent heat L. Em = C//j3To represents the energy 

content of a cell of ice at temperature To = 273K with Q  the volumetric heat capacity of ice. 

The sharpness of the phase transition is determined by c. The phase factor <|> controls the 

phase dependent parameter X  via a switch function according to

where the subscripts I and W refer to ice and water respectively. The parameter X repre

sents the surface albedo a, the thermal conductivity k, the volumetric heat capacity C, or 

the release of latent heat L.

The thermal diffusivity Djj = fify/C,-.; for a single cell follows Eq. (3.3). We use the molec

ular thermal diffusivity of ice or water as given in Table 3.1. Thermal exchange between 

two adjacent cells is calculated from the respective individual thermal diffusivities D,-,.; 

and D,2 y as

for two vertically adjacent cells (ii,j) and (iz,j). In this study we assume spatial homogene

ity in the horizontal direction, which leads to = DUj w ith; = ;'i -jz -

The absorbed solar shortwave radiation R$w depends on the surface albedo a  and the 

actual downwelling shortwave radiation R$w (e.g., Campbell and Norman, 1998; Miiller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011),

ice/ocean surface, and an oceanic heat flux density F0 that is assumed to be a constant in

(3.2)

X = X; + (Xw-X;)<j>, (3.3)

Rsw = (1 -  oOR^ = (1 -  <x)Spo[Tm + 0.3(1 -  Tm)]. (3.5)
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Spo is the shortwave flux density received at the top of the atmosphere on a surface per

pendicular to the incoming flux, and depends on the zenith angle. The factor in square 

brackets describes the transmission losses in the atmosphere for direct (first term) and 

diffuse (second term) radiation, with xm the optical thickness. The absorbed shortwave 

radiation is both a function of time and local surface properties.

Longwave radiative forcing, Rlw■ One contribution to Rlw is due to the longwave ra

diative budget between the atmosphere and the surface of the ice-ocean layer according 

to Stefan-Boltzmann's equation, (e„ -  es)oT4, with Stefan-Boltzmann constant a  and tem

perature T in Kelvin. The emissivity es for the upwelling thermal radiation is rather con

stant, with es = 0.96 being a good approximation for sea ice's and ocean's surface emis

sivity (Campbell and Norman, 1998). The atmosphere's emissivity e«, depends on various 

parameters such as temperature, water vapor pressure, and gas concentration (e.g., Sat- 

terlund, 1979; Prata, 1996; Crawford and Duchon, 1999). Not all parameterizations for ea 

given in the literature remain physical (i.e. efl < 1) across reasonable model conditions. 

After exploring several parameterizations (Satterlund, 1979; Prata, 1996; Crawford and 

Duchon, 1999), we chose the parameterization by (Satterlund, 1979) in this study, since his 

parameterization is reported to perform well at low temperatures, remains physical for all 

temperatures, and depends only on one variable (if one concedes that water vapor pres

sure is a function of temperature itself). We modified this parameterization such that it 

cannot exceed es, which renders Satterlund's equation to be

£H — £s l - e x p ^ 2016) (3.6)

The vapor pressure eo is assumed to be 80% of the saturation vapor pressure, since an 

average relative humidity of 80% in the Arctic is comparable to annually averaged mete

orological data for Barrow, AK (ARM Data Archive 2010). The saturation vapor pressure 

is calculated from the temperature (in Kelvin) using the World Meteorological Organiza

tion's recommended parameterization by Goff, 1957. With these assumptions the exponent 

in Eq. (3.6) can be well approximated as - e ^ 2016 «  —7.7 x 10~5T2 + 0.028T -  3.1.

The other contribution to the longwave radiative forcing Rlw is due to the thermal con

tact of the Arctic with lower latitudes via ocean and atmospheric heat transfer. This plays 

an important role, especially during times when temperature gradients between lower



Figure 3.2. Longwave radiative energy budget Rlw versus surface temperature T, with 
negative values signifying a heat loss of the surface to the atmosphere. The light grey dots 
represent daily averages for the 14 year record of ARM's longwave radiative budget data 
for Barrow, AK (ARM Data Archive 2010) for all sky (cloudy and clear) conditions. The 
black dots mark the subset of data points for clear sky conditions, assuming that the sky 
is free of clouds if the skyward pointing IR thermometer reads values below 220k. These 
scattered clear sky data are filtered with a 50 data point wide moving average (solid blue 
line). The longwave budget (solid red line) from Eq. (3.7) is fitted to these filtered clear 
sky data with a higher weight to the regions of higher data density, and yields a = -1 .0 5  
W m~2 K 1 and b = bo = 301 W m“2. Longwave radiative energy budgets used in other 
conceptual models are plotted for comparison: parameterization by Notz, 2009 (dashed 
grey line; increased by 100 W m“2 to fit the figure); Thorndike, 1992 (dash-dotted lines) 
differentiates between a summer (red) and winter (blue) parameterization; and Eisenman 
and Wettlaufer, 2009 (dashed lines) use monthly varying parameterizations that expand 
between a maximum (August, red) and minimum curve (March, blue). All parameteriza
tions are monotonously decreasing with T, consistent with the clear sky 50 point running 
average.
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latitudes and the Arctic are large. This can cause strong local temperature inversions, es

pecially in the winter, which complicates calculation of a radiation balance via just one 

(surface) temperature. To account for the actual transfer of sensible heat northward we 

assume a linear temperature relationship and fit the longwave radiation budget Rlw to 

longwave radiation data provided by ARM for Barrow, AK (ARM Data Archive 2010), fol

lowing

Rlw = [ea( T ) - t s]aT l + aT + b, (3.7)

with b = bo + Ab. a and bo are empirical constants, and Ab is a bifurcation parameter. Fig

ure 3.2 shows the temperature dependence of this longwave radiation budget Rlw for 

a = -1 .0 5  W m~2 K~\ bo = 301W m~2, and Ab = 0 W m 2, and compares it to daily averages 

for the 14 year record of longwave radiation data for Barrow, AK under all sky and clear 

sky conditions. For comparison we also show the longwave radiation budgets used by 

Thorndike, 1992, Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009, and Notz, 2009 in their respective concep

tual models. Thorndike, 1992 and Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009 use an irradiance model 

for the atmosphere to derive the longwave budget. All parameterizations assume that 

the LW budget is a monotonously decreasing function of temperature. This is not a triv

ial assumption and does not simply emerge in Stefan-Boltzmann budgets (e„ -  es)oT4 from 

the parameterizations of ea given in the literature (e.g., Satterlund, 1979; Prata, 1996; Craw

ford and Duchon, 1999), although it is consistent with the data record for Barrow, AK. Both 

Thorndike, 1992 and Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009 include a direct time-dependence into 

their longwave budget parameterization, based on observations. Interestingly, our para- 

metrization [Eq. (3.7)] an d 's August and March parameterization intersect at reasonable 

seasonal temperatures.

Our system exhibits slightly exaggerated high and low temperature values because 

several significant dampening factors are not included, as e.g., a connection to a stable 

temperature reservoir (deep ocean), evaporation effects (cooling due to absorption of la

tent heat of evaporation), and enhanced heat transfer in the ocean due to eddy thermal 

diffusivities.
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3.3.2 Albedo Parameterization

The (surface) albedo describes the fraction of shortwave radiation reflected by the surface, 

and refers to a spectrally integrated bulk albedo herein. In the sea ice-ocean system the 

albedo can range from 0.9 for fresh snow to 0.07 for open ocean (Perovich et al., 2002). Val

ues for ice lie within this interval, with young ice's albedo around 0.7, and melting ice and 

melt ponds down to 0.4 (Perovich et al., 2002). Albedo measurements at a fixed location 

do not support a clear temperature dependence, especially as snow or ice albedo display 

aging effects due to surface freeze-thaw cycles and snow metamorphosis. Daily average 

albedos along a SHEBA transect, however, do reveal a relatively sharp transition between 

high values for ice (Perovich, 1998) and low values for open water and leads [Fig. 3.3]. At 

temperatures below but close to the freezing point the fluctuations in the surface albedo 

grow as the average albedo decreases. The average albedo for a lead (Paulson, 1998) is 

much lower than that for ice at the same temperature (Andreas et al., 1998).

In conceptual models different approaches have been taken in parameterizing the albedo 

(Fig. 3.3). Notz, 2009 follows Sellers, 1969 suggestion of a monotonously decreasing linear 

function between -43°C  and 10°C, which results in a very gradual transition of the sur

face albedo over a wide temperature range (ALW, Fig. 3.3). Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009 

parameterize the albedo as a smooth step-like function with a relatively steep transition 

around the freezing temperature (AST, Fig. 3.3). Thorndike, 1992 uses a sharp step function 

with a transition at the freezing point. The albedo parameterization in Eq. (3.3) (Miiller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011) is routinely used in this paper; it follows a smooth step 

like energy dependence, which appears as a sharp transition in temperature space (ASE, 

Fig 3.3). Two quadratic parameterizations are introduced as intermediate cases between 

the step-like and the linear transition. One (AQW) is for the wide temperature band 

(-43°C  to 10°C) in which Sellers, 1969 varies the albedo linearly, and the other (AQN) de

scribes the same transition on a narrower (-18°C  to 0°C) temperature band (Fig 3.3). All 

these albedo parameterizations were adjusted to fit the SHEBA data for cold ice (a ; = 0.85) 

and open water (aw = 0.07).
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T[°C]

Figure 3.3. Observed and parameterized temperature dependence in surface albedo: The 
data points correspond to daily average albedo along a transect in the SHEBA experi
ment versus daily average temperature ['s ice SHEBA data (blue w/ error bars); 's lead 
SHEBA data (red w/ error bars); an d 's  temperature SHEBA data]. The albedo parame- 
terizations were adjusted to fit the data for cold ice (a; = 0.85) and open water (aw = 0.07). 
The parameterizations from conceptual models in the literature include a linear tempera
ture dependence on a wide interval (ALW, grey line) suggested by Sellers, 1969, a smooth 
step like temperature dependence (AST, purple line) suggested by Eisenman and Wett
laufer, 2009, and a smooth step like energy dependence (Eq. 3.3, ASE, orange line) sug
gested by Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011. For illustration of intermediate param
eterizations a quadratic parameterization over Seller's wide temperature interval (-43°C  
< T < 10°C, AQW, blue dashed line), and a quadratic parameterization over a narrow tem
perature interval (-18°C  < T < 0°C, AQN, grey dash-dotted line) are introduced.
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Figure 3.4. a) Surface energy budget R$w + &LW versus surface cell energy for Ab = 0, 
a / = 0.85, aw = 0.07, and the albedo parameterization in Eq. (3.3): annual maximum values 
(upper blue), annual minimum (lower blue), and annual averages (red)]. The zeros of the 
surface drives are marked by the horizontal line; the symbols indicate the fixed points re
sulting from the annual average surface drive, b) Hysteresis of the average cell energy (E) 
as a response to varying atmospheric forcing Ab. Simulations with an initially ice covered 
state (blue dots) started with a uniformly frozen ice-ocean layer [E -  (Em + L/2) = -0 .61  L 
for all cells], and simulations with an initially open water state (red circles) started from a 
uniform water layer [£ -  (Em + L/2) = 0.85L for all cells]. The ice cover is seasonal within a 
narrow range of forcing Ab (shaded blue), if started with an open water initial condition. 
For comparison, the zeros of the annual average surface energy budget Rsw + Rlw are plot
ted as a function of Ab (black graph). In both graphs the energy scale is centered around 
the phase transition [Eq. (3.2)]. Energies within —0.5L and 0.5L (grey area) correspond to 
the melting point temperature, i.e. they represent the absorption/release of latent heat of 
that cell.
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Table 3.1. Physical constants and system parameters used in all simulations unless stated 
otherwise.

Symbol Description Value

/ Latent heat of fusion 3.35 x 105 J kg"1

Pw Density of water 1000 kg m~3

Pi Density of ice 917 kg m~3

Cw Heat capacity of water 4.18 x 106 J (m3 K)_1

Q Heat capacity of ice 1.93 x 106 J (m3 K )-1

kw Thermal conductivity of water 0.6 W (m K )-1

k, Thermal conductivity of ice 2.2 W (m K )-1

aw Water albedo (minimum) 0.07

CLl Ice albedo (maximum) 0.85

Xm Optical thickness 0.13

<J> Latitudinal angle 80° N

F0 Ocean heat flux 2 W m~2

At Time step 4 h

h Cell dimension 0.3 m
<5 tec 

IIk-p Coupling constant 1.6 x 105 s m-2

N Number of vertical cells 16

M Number of horizontal cells 50

c Sharpness factor 10~5

3.4 System Stability, Dynamics, and Hysteresis

If the ice-ocean system would react to changes in surface forcing instantaneously, the sys

tem would precisely follow the instantaneous fixed points resulting from the surface drive. 

Technically, this would correspond to a (single row) ice ocean layer with atmospheric 

drive, where the instantaneous fixed points are determined from Rlw + Rsw = 0. Since the 

mass of ice and water can only take on or release a certain amount of heat per time step 

determined by their thermal diffusivities, the system lags behind these instantaneous fixed 

points. During Arctic night, i.e. the time in winter when the sun remains below the hori
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zon, the surface energy budget takes its minimum value Rlw (Fig. 3.4a), and only one fixed 

point exists for any Ab. In summer when shortwave radiation dominates the energy bud

get, one or three instantaneous fixed points exist depending on Ab. For a frozen cell the 

difference between minimum and maximum surface forcing is given by (1 -  a/)max(JR^w), 

and for a liquid cell the corresponding difference is (1 -  aw)m ax(RjW). The ice albedo 

feedback is clearly visible as an increase in energy uptake of liquid cells, E -  (Em + L/2) > 0.

The Arctic Ocean can be assumed to be in a dynamic equilibrium. Over the years annual 

forcing, temperature and ice extent cycles are more or less similar, if we disregard the 

recently observed trends and the paleoclimate record. Thus, information about system 

stability and system dynamics can be gleaned from annual averages. Figure 3.4a shows the 

annual average surface forcing (Rlw + Rsw) = Rlw + [1 -  a] (R'sw) f°r Ab = 0 as a function of 

surface cell energy. If we assume that the ice-ocean layer is driven by this annual average 

forcing, three fixed points exist: a stable fixed point below the freezing point, an unstable 

fixed point within the phase transition regime, and a stable fixed point above the freezing 

point. The bifurcation parameter Ab manipulates the existence and exact location of the 

fixed points. The height of the step between the average surface forcing on ice and on 

water (i.e. around E - E m + L /2) is directly related to the albedo difference between ice 

and water, and can be approximated as (a/ — a.w)(R^w). In the following we compare the 

(dynamic) equilibria observed in simulations of Eq. (3.1) with the fixed points resulting 

from the average surface forcing. By (dynamic) equilibrium we mean that the system's 

annual cycle reaches its asymptotic value within numerical accuracy.

From the cubic shape of the annual average surface forcing in Fig. 3.4a we expect hys

teresis of the average cell energy (E) as a response to atmospheric forcing Ab. We started 

simulations in either the open water regime or the ice covered regime and let the system 

equilibrate under various atmospheric forcings. Figure 3.4b reveals a single stable fixed 

point corresponding to perennial ice cover for parameters below Ab = 28 W m ~2. In a nar

row range of forcing between Ab = 28 and Ab = 30 W m ~2, bistability between perennial 

ice and seasonal ice cover exists. For seasonal ice cover all ice in the system has melted 

(Ejj > Em + L/2 V i,j) for at least one day per annual cycle, and the surface row of cells 

is frozen (Ey < Em + L/2  V j) for at least one day. Between Ab = 30 and Ab = 62 W m " 2 

bistability between perennial open water and perennial ice exists, while only the perennial
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open water state is stable above that forcing regime. Comparing the hysteresis curve with 

the fixed points from the annual average surface forcing (black line) in Fig. 3.4b reveals 

that the transition from bistability to a single stable perennial ice state at about Ab = 62 is 

well predicted by the annual average surface drive, while the width of the forcing interval 

for bistability is overestimated.

E -  (Em + L/2) [L]

Figure 3.5. Annual cycle of the instantaneous fixed points resulting from the surface 
energy budget (black curve) together with typical system trajectories for Ab = 40 W m '2 
within the parameter regime of bistability (Fig. 3.4b): Trajectory of average cell energy 
(dark red) and surface cell energy (light red) for the equilibrated system starting from 
open water initial conditions; trajectory of average cell energy (dark blue) and surface cell 
energy (light blue) for the equilibrated system for an initially frozen ice ocean layer. The 
vertical red line denotes the time of year when the system receives shortwave radiation 
(Arctic day).

Figure 3.5 shows the existence and location of the instantaneous fixed points (black 

graph) for a typical atmospheric forcing (Ab = 40 W m "2) in the parameter regime o f bistabil

ity. The time of year during which three instantaneous fixed points exist is surprisingly 

small and confined to spring and fall. For most of the year only a single fixed point exists 

with a cell energy below the phase transition for the winter months and above the phase 

transition for the summer months.
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The duration of the existence of three instantaneous fixed points is directly tied to the 

difference in ice albedo a / and ocean albedo aw- The larger the ice albedo, the longer 

into the summer the lower fixed point remains in existence (Fig. 3.4a). Or vice-versa, the 

larger the ocean albedo the later in the summer the higher fixed point comes to exist. The 

opposite is the case in the fall. In the extreme case of a / = aw the step in the surface 

forcing around £ = Em + L/2  vanishes, and a single fixed point exists that varies with so

lar radiation. Variation of a/ -  aw i- 0 gives insight into the dependence of bistability on 

instantaneous fixed points. For various ice albedos a  / € {0.6,0.7,0.85,0.95} and a fixed 

ocean albedo aw = 0.07 we numerically determine the bifurcation point Ab; for which sim

ulations starting from open water remain in the high energy state of seasonal ice. The 

relationship between Ab/ and a / is linear and follows the numerically determined equa

tion Ab; = 34.67a/ -  1.267, which is consistent with our previous results in Miiller-Stoffels 

and Wackerbauer, 2011. For the respective bifurcation points Ab± we find that the duration 

of the existence of the upper stable fixed point is at least 150 days. While this value is likely 

to be strongly model dependent, the finding points towards a critical minimum existence 

time of a second stable fixed point for bistability to develop.

Figure 3.5 also shows how typical annual system trajectories are tracking the instanta

neous fixed points within the parameter regime of bistability (Ab = 40 Wm-2). The surface 

cell energy for the equilibrated system, starting from open water initial conditions (red), 

decreases during winter but does not reach the stable fixed point for ice cover nor is it 

sufficiently cooled for the cell to freeze before the onset of Arctic day. During that first 

part of the year the surface cell is heated from below, indicated by a larger average cell 

energy than surface cell energy, but the surface energy budget is still sufficiently negative 

to cool the surface cell. Solar shortwave radiation eventually induces a time interval with 

three instantaneous fixed points; the surface cell trajectory moves away from the unstable 

steady state around E = Em + L/2 to approach the instantaneous stable fixed point in the 

open water energy regime. The surface energy increases rapidly due to the low albedo of 

open water, but does not truly follow the trajectory of the fixed point due to cooling from 

below the surface and due to the rapid change of the open water fixed point to higher and 

higher energy values. The surface cell energy reaches its maximum value slightly after 

the time of maximum solar radiation since the stable fixed point is still located at higher
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energies than the surface cell energy. Cooling from below together with a rapid decline of 

solar shortwave radiation reduces the surface cell energy to enter the time period of a sta

ble single instantaneous fixed point, located in the frozen regime. The surface cell energy 

for the equilibrated system for an initially frozen ice ocean layer (blue) is very close to that 

of the fixed point in the freezing regime. During the part of summer when that fixed point 

no longer exists, the surface cell energy stays rather unchanged, since R$w is low due to 

the high ice albedo and since the open water fixed point is far from the melting point and 

only weakly attractive (low slope of Rlw for high energies).

The surface energy dynamics near the onset and near the ending o f  the parameter regime o f  

bistability is considered in more detail, focusing on the seasonal progression of the surface 

cell energy (Figs. 3.6a-c) and the interaction of surface cell energy with the surface energy 

budget Rlw + Rsw (Figs- 3.6d-f). Note that the surface energy budget differs from the rate 

of change of surface cell energy since energy exchange between surface layer and second 

layer is not included; Figures 3.6d-f are therefore not phase space representations in the 

usual sense. We find that the transition from an open ocean to perennial ice is distinctly 

different than the transition from perennial ice to open ocean.

Figure 3.6a shows consecutive annual cycles of surface cell energy for a simulation with 

open water initial condition and atmospheric forcing parameter Ab = 27 W m f 2 slightly be

fore the onset of bistability (Fig. 3.4b). During the transition from initially open water to 

perennial ice the surface cell energy and especially its summer maximum diminishes with 

each new annual cycle. During the winter months when the surface cells enter the freezing 

regime, a latent heat signal becomes visible in November/December (day 300 to 365) last

ing into the early days of the following year. This release of latent heat manifests itself as a 

local variation (squiggle) of the surface cell energy, where each consecutive squiggle within 

an annual cycle denotes a further row of cells freezing. The last annual cycle to leave the 

freezing regime during summer (seasonal ice as a transient state) exhibits fewer squiggles 

of latent heat release, since the absorbed solar shortwave radiation only resulted in sur

face melt. The following year even the surface remains frozen throughout the summer; 

the lack of a sharp increase in surface energy during summer is direct evidence that the 

albedo remained high. The annual cycle of instantaneous fixed points in Fig. 3.6a (black) 

consists of a stable fixed point in the frozen water energy regime that exists throughout
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Figure 3.6. Top row: Annual cycle of the instantaneous fixed points (black curve) re
sulting from the surface energy budget together with typical system trajectories (blue) for 
various atmospheric forcing Ab near the onset and near the end of the parameter regime 
of bistability (Fig. 3.4b): a) transition from initially open water to perennial ice (Ab = 27 W 
m~2), b) transition from initially open water to stable seasonal ice (Ab = 28.5 W m-2), and c) 
transition from an initially frozen ice ocean layer to perennial open water (Ab = 63 W m~2). 
The arrow marks the direction of consecutive annual cycles. The vertical red line denotes 
the time of year when the surface receives solar shortwave radiation (Arctic day). Bottom 
row: Corresponding panels that show the trajectories of the surface cells (red dots) in the 
surface cell energy vs surface energy budget space. Consecutive dots cover the same time 
interval. The black graphs in each panel show the annual maximum, annual average, and 
annual minimum surface energy budget (from top to bottom) as a function of surface cell 
energy. The stable (full circle) and unstable fixed points (open circle) resulting from the an
nual average drive are marked. A video illustrating the motion of the trajectory together 
with the instantaneous fixed points arising from the time varying surface energy budget is 
supplied at (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011b).
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the year. An additional stable fixed point in the open water energy regime together with 

an unstable fixed point within the phase transition regime exists during most part of the 

Arctic day. For this atmospheric forcing parameter the upper stable fixed point only occurs 

in conjunction with the lower stable fixed point.

Figure 3.6d shows the typical system trajectories from Fig. 3.6a in the space spanned 

by the surface cell energy and the surface energy budget. While the system experiences 

(transient) seasonal ice the trajectory spirals around the stable open water fixed point that 

results from the average annual surface drive. During the winter months when there is 

no shortwave radiation, the system trajectory follows the minimum surface budget (Rlw) 

curve along the horizontal straight line towards the lower stable fixed point. In the phase 

transition regime (shaded gray) the surface temperature is constant at the freezing point, 

and the system looses heat at a constant rate. With the onset of shortwave radiation in 

spring, the trajectory departs from the horizontal line upwards and to the right. The sur

face energy budget is still negative, but the heat loss is sufficiently reduced from the lower 

cells warming the surface from below. The trajectory then moves close to the unstable fixed 

point from the annual average surface drive. Now the direction of the trajectory depends 

on how much energy is entering the surface. If the incoming energy can melt the surface 

and thus clearly reduce the albedo, the absorbed shortwave radiation is increasing drasti

cally to warm the surface cells; the trajectory moves quickly to the right. If the surface does 

not melt however, the albedo stays high and the absorption of solar shortwave radiation 

is small; the trajectory approaches the Rlw curve at lower cell energies during fall, and 

moves towards the stable frozen water fixed point (resulting from the annual average sur

face drive) to eventually spiral around that state of perennial ice. A video illustrating the 

motion of the trajectory together with the instantaneous fixed points arising from the time 

varying surface energy budget is supplied at (Mtiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011b).

Figure 3.6b shows consecutive annual cycles of surface cell energy for a simulation 

with open water initial condition and forcing parameter Ab = 28.5 W m“2 slightly above 

the onset of bistability (Fig. 3.4b). The system converges fast to a stable seasonal ice cover 

state denoted by the drop of the surface cell energy below 0L in the winter months and 

the sudden increase in energy uptake during surface melt at day 130. The corresponding 

system trajectory in Fig. 3.6e shows a stable closed path around the open water fixed point
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(from the annual average surface budget). During spring as the trajectory departs from 

the Rlw curve, the system is heated from below before the surface melts and takes on large 

amounts of shortwave energy during the summer months, similar to Fig. 3.6d. During fall 

the trajectory reaches the Rlw curve at high enough surface energies to stay on this side of 

the instantaneous unstable fixed point (Video, (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011b)). 

The coalescence of the lower stable and the unstable instantaneous fixed point (Fig. 3.6b) 

is not an indicator for the onset of bistability as simulations with various ice albedo values 

show. The duration of the existence of the upper stable fixed point however is slightly 

longer than 150 days.

Figure 3.6c shows consecutive annual cycles of surface cell energy during a transition 

from perennial ice cover to open ocean for a forcing parameter Ab = 63 W m~2 slightly 

above the parameter regime of bistability. Because of the much larger forcing Ab, this tran

sition occurs much more rapidly than the reverse transition in Fig. 3.6a, which is evident 

in the wider spacing of the annual cycles, especially during the winter months. Once the 

ice cover begins to exhibit surface melt it declines rapidly and does not refreeze; a latent 

heat signal is absent. The annual cycle of instantaneous fixed points still shows a time 

period when only the stable fixed point in the frozen water energy regime exists, but this 

period is much shorter than in the two cases described above. As soon as the surface cell 

energy reaches values above £ m + L/2, it increases rapidly and moves fast towards the in

stantaneous fixed point in the open water regime. Figure 3.6f reveals that the fixed points 

resulting from the annual average forcing can describe the system dynamics. The low 

energy stable fixed point and the unstable fixed point are close together. Heating from be

low (when Rlw + Rsw < 0) followed by surface heating from above (when Rlw + Rsw > 0) 

moves the trajectory to higher energies past the unstable fixed point. The system heats 

rapidly due to surface melt and stabilizes on a trajectory outside the freezing regime to 

circle around the stable open water fixed point.

Figures 3.6d-f reveal that the fixed points resulting from the annual average forcing do 

approximate the trajectories in the space spanned by the surface cell energy and the surface 

energy budget. Close to a bifurcation point, however, the annual average information can 

fail to predict the transition correctly; the onset of bistability in Fig 3.4b is shifted whereas 

the ending of bistability is well predicted. In such parameter regimes the dynamics is
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more sensitive and instantaneous fixed points become more relevant to characterize the 

system dynamics, together with perturbations initiated by heating/cooling from below 

the surface. E.g., for the parameter Ab = 27 W m“2 the average surface budget predicts 

bistability and consequently an open water asymptotic state, in contrast to the simulation 

results in Figs. 3.6a and d. Surface cells cool enough during winters such that the surface 

cell energy is below the instantaneous unstable fixed point when it comes back to exist 

in the spring. As the system looses more and more energy in subsequent winters the 

heating from below in the spring is no longer sufficient to increase the surface cell energy 

sufficiently far beyond the unstable fixed point to initiate surface melting. The high surface 

albedo together with the diminishing solar radiation in fall yield sufficient cooling of the 

surface cells to reduce the surface cell energy quickly to a value below that of the unstable 

instantaneous fixed point. At this point the system approaches the lower stable fixed point 

asymptotically. Empirical data support the asymmetry between the predictability of the 

onset and the ending of bistability (Fig. 3.4b) by the annual average surface budget. As 

reported earlier in this section, simulations starting from open water remain in a high 

energy state of seasonal ice as long as the open water instantaneous fixed point existed 

for at least 150 days within a year. This criterion is not fulfilled for the parameter range 

between the predicted onset by the annual average drive (Ab « - 8 W  m-2) and the actual 

onset (Abi ss 18.5 W m~2). Simulations with initially frozen water remain in a low energy 

state of perennial ice until the end of the predicted parameter regime for bistability (Ab «  62 

W m“2). Throughout this parameter regime the instantaneous fixed point in the frozen 

water energy range existed for at least 150 days within a year (Figs. 3.6a-c).

3.5 Existence of Hysteresis under Albedo Parameterization

Compared to data taken in a spatially confined area of the Arctic, step-like albedo param- 

eterizations with temperature (or energy/enthalpy) are more suitable to describe albedo 

changes around the melting point (Fig. 3.3). This does not mean that the linear albedo 

parameterization on a wide temperature interval is unreasonable, especially since this pa

rameterization was initially published for modeling climate data in large regions [latitu

dinal band model, Sellers, 1969]. In such a case it is conceivable that the average albedo 

across a latitudinal band changes with the average temperature of such a band in a wider
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temperature interval and with a smoother behavior than a step-like function. Satellite im

agery for surface albedo and respective surface temperature would reveal more insight 

into the dependence of albedo on temperature, but is not part of this paper (Agarwal, 

Moon, and Wettlaufer, 2011). We demonstrate in a simple thought experiment that the 

smoother approach of parameterizing the albedo is valid in ODE models of the Arctic and 

that the step-like (local) parameterization is linked to the smoother (nonlocal) parameteri

zation.

We assume the Earth to be a perfect sphere with radius R, the Arctic Ocean to be the 

surface region between two given latitudes 0s and 0n, and the surface temperature T(0,f) 

within this region to be a function of inclination angle 0 and time t. For simplicity the time 

variation of surface temperature is independent on the location, and described as

r (o ,f)  = r 1( 0 ) + r 2(f). (3.8)

ODE models resolve time, and usually include averages of spatially varying physical 

quantities. A step-like nonlocal albedo parameterization could be obtained from calculat

ing the average temperature of a latitudinal band and using this temperature to determine 

the corresponding albedo. Averaging the local albedos over the various latitudinal bands 

between 0s and 0n, however, yields a wider albedo parameterization,

/0®N a(T) sin 0d0 

JesNsin0d0

with (a(T))[es eN] a function of 72(f). For simplicity we consider a linear South to North 

surface temperature gradient between latitude 0s=6O°N and 0^=9O°N in Eq. (3.8),

Tl(e> = ^ § (e_es) + Ts, (3'10)

and an albedo a(T) that can locally be described as a step-function with surface tempera

ture T [°C],

(0 ( 7 0 ) ^ ^  = ^ - — -  , (3.9)

a (D  = a w - ^ Y ^ I 1 - tftnh ( )  ), (3.11)

with To a scaling temperature used to control the sharpness of the step. The spatially 

averaged surface albedo is obtained from numerical integration of Eq. (3.9) under the as

sumptions of Eqs. (3.10, 3.11). An analytic solution is accessible in this particular case, but 

not very illustrative.
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Figure 3.7 shows the spatially averaged surface albedo as a function of spatially av

eraged surface temperature for two linear South to North surface temperature gradients. 

With increasing surface temperature gradient the spatially averaged surface albedo be

comes wider and looses the step-like behavior, even though the local albedos obey a step

like temperature dependence [Eq. (3.11)]. The actual shape of a spatially averaged albedo 

depends strongly on the spatial temperature distribution in the Arctic; the linear temper

ature gradient was assumed to illustrate scaling properties and possible difficulties when 

the extended system is interpreted from an ODE approach.
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Figure 3.7. Spatially averaged surface albedo (a(T))[es 0N] [Eq. (3.9)] versus spatially aver
aged surface temperature <T)|es.eN] = (Ti)[9s.eN] + T2 [Eq. (3.8)] for 0S = 60°N, 0N = 90°N, 
To = 1°C, and different temperature gradients, T$ = 0°C, = —15°C (red graph) and
T$ = 5°C, Tjv = -20°C  (blue graph). The local step-like albedo a(T) [Eq. (3.11)] is plotted 
for reference (black graph).

In the following we show that albedo parameterization has a significant effect on the 

properties of stable states and on the existence of bistability and hysteresis. The albedo 

parameterizations introduced in Fig. 3.3 cover the range from step-like to wide linear 

temperature dependence around the melting point with a fixed albedo for cold ice a / =
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0.85 and open water aw = 0.07. Figure 3.8 shows the annual average surface energy bal

ance, (Rlw + Rsw) = Rlw + [1 -  a(T )]{R jW)/ for all albedo parameterizations. The parameter 

regime of bistability in the annual average surface budget is largest for step-like albedo 

parameterizations [ASE, Eq. (3.3); AST]. The corresponding cubic shape is progressively 

less pronounced for more gradual transitions (AQN, AQW, ALW) between ice albedo and 

open ocean albedo. For the linear albedo parameterization on a wide temperature range 

(ALW) the cubic feature in the surface energy budget is almost lost. For a slightly smaller 

difference between a ; and aw this cubic feature would disappear, and the annual average 

surface budget would lack a parameter regime of bistability for that ALW parameteriza

tion.

T[*C]

Figure 3.8. Annual average surface energy budget (Rlw + Rsw) for the albedo parameter
izations introduced in Fig 3.3 and Ab = 0: ALW (grey), AQW (dashed blue), AQN (grey 
dash-dotted), AST (purple), ASE (orange).

Figure 3.9 shows the influence of albedo parameterization on hysteresis properties in 

the average cell energy (E) as a response to atmospheric forcing Ab. We find that hys

teresis between perennial ice and seasonal ice (or open water) disappears for sufficiently 

wide/gradual albedo parameterization around the melting temperature. The step-like
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Figure 3.9. Asymptotic states of the average ceil energy (£) as a response to atmospheric 
forcing Ab for the albedo parameterizations in Fig. 3.3: a) AST, b) AQN, c) AQW, and d) 
ALW. Simulations with an initially ice covered state (blue dots) started with a uniformly 
frozen ice-ocean layer, and simulations with an initially open water state started from a 
uniform water layer as in Fig. 3.4b. The ice cover is seasonal for the data points within the 
blue shaded area, and surface melt exists for the data points within the dark grey shaded 
area. Convergence is reached within numerical accuracy, i.e. doubling the simulation time 
does not change the values of (£).
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albedo in temperature space (AST, Fig 3.3) yields bistability on a 20 W m-2 wide pa

rameter interval of Ab, starting at Ab = 16 W m~2. In comparison to the step-like albedo 

parameterization in energy space (ASE, Fig. 3.4b), the onset of bistability is at a lower Ab 

for AST, and the parameter regime of bistability is shortened by about 40%. Simulations 

that started with an open ocean initial condition (Fig. 3.9a, red circles) in the bistable re

gion converge to seasonally ice covered solutions for a wider range of parameters than in 

the ASE case. The quadratic albedo parameterization on the narrow temperature inter

val (AQN) softens the step-like albedo change around the melting temperature; the albedo 

starts to deviate from a/ = 0.85 around -15°C (Fig. 3.3). This shifts the local minimum in the 

annual average surface energy budget from the neighborhood of the melting point (AST, 

ASE) to the neighborhood of -15°C (AQN, Fig. 3.8) and reduces the height of the cubic 

part in the annual average surface energy budget to about two thirds of the height for the 

step-like functions. Bistability exists on a narrow Ab-interval of width 6 W m -2, with the 

onset of bistability at even smaller atmospheric forcing, Ab = 6 W m~2 (Fig. 3.9b). Once the 

quadratic albedo parameterization is flattened (AQW, Fig. 3.3) by widening the tempera

ture interval according to Sellers, 1969, the local minimum in the annual average surface 

energy budget moves to lower temperatures, and the cubic structure is further weakened 

(Fig. 3.8). Hysteresis between perennial ice and seasonal ice (or open water) is lost. With 

increasing atmospheric forcing the system transitions rather steadily from perennial ice, to 

perennial ice with surface melt, to seasonal ice, and then to perennial open ocean (Fig. 3.9c). 

This steady transition is interrupted by two very narrow bistable regimes, in both of which 

the stable states are close together (insert, Fig. 3.9c). One hysteresis exists between peren

nial ice and perennial ice with surface melt, the other hysteresis exists between two sta

ble states of perennial ice with surface melt but slightly different energies. For the linear 

albedo parameterization (ALW, Fig. 3.3) on the wide temperature interval by Sellers, 1969 

the cubic structure in the annual average surface energy budget is almost lost (Fig. 3.8). 

The transition from perennial ice to open water is very similar to the AQW case, with 

again no hysteresis between perennial ice and seasonal ice or open water (Fig. 3.9d). The 

insert reveals a very narrow region of bistability between two slightly different energies,

i.e. perennial ice and perennial ice with surface melt.

The transition between ice and ocean albedo can also be made more gradual by reduc-
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ing the difference between a/ and aw and considering a fixed temperature interval for the 

albedo transition around the melting point. Following Sellers, 1969, we keep a / = 0.85 and 

replace aw with a 'non-ice' albedo value of 0.37, which is rather high as it incorporates both 

ocean and land. Under these conditions, the width of the bistability regime is reduced in 

comparison to the regimes in Figs. 3.9a and b, and the linear albedo parameterization does 

not yield any bistability. These results are consistent with the studies by Eisenman, 2011 

and Abbot, Silver, and Pierrehumbert, 2011 which indicate that bistability disappears or is 

weakened for smaller differences a/ -  aw- They are also consistent with Notz, 2009, who 

uses these albedo values to define the slope in the albedo transition and to conclude that 

the ice pack is stable under perturbations.

3.6 Conclusion

The spatially extended conceptual dynamical systems model by Miiller-Stoffels and Wacker

bauer, 2011 addresses the stability of Arctic sea ice and feedback processes based on the 

thermodynamic interaction of nonlinearly coupled ice ocean cells with atmospheric and 

oceanic nonlinear spatiotemporal forcing. We adjust several model components to in

clude observations from the Arctic region. The longwave radiative budget considers clear 

sky data provided by ARM, and variations in albedo parameterization were inspired by 

data provided through the SHEBA project and the work by Sellers, 1969, Thorndike, 1992, 

Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009 and Notz, 2009. These adjustments follow our core model 

development paradigm to base the change in physical variables and parameters on the 

change in system state and not on explicit time-dependences in physical quantities that 

are based on todays or past observation. This is particularly relevant when investigat

ing system dynamics and feedback processes imder a broader range of climatic conditions 

than accessible by reliable data.

The complexity of the dynamical system is evident in a seemingly minor change in 

the shape of a model component that significantly changes the outcome of certain model 

simulations. Adjusting the longwave radiative budget to observations provided by ARM 

from its site in Barrow, Alaska, results in seasonal ice being a stable state, where previously 

only perennial ice cover and perennially open ocean were stable solutions (Miiller-Stoffels 

and Wackerbauer, 2011). This stable annual cycle of seasonal ice is a special case of the
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higher energy stable state and becomes the open ocean stable state for larger atmospheric 

forcing.

The annual average surface forcing provides an approximate tool to locate bistability 

in parameter space. For bistability to exist in our model, it is necessary that the fixed 

points induced solely by the annual average surface forcing exhibit a parameter regime of 

bistability. Further analysis of the (instantaneous) fixed points induced solely by the in

stantaneous surface drive reveals that in much of the parameter regime of bistability only 

one of the two stable (instantaneous) fixed points exists for most of the annual cycle. The 

system can be considered to be of cyclically varying stability, possibly displaying time in

tervals with the existence of a single stable state in the frozen energy regime, a single stable 

state in the open water energy regime, or with coexistence of both of these stable states. We 

find that the instantaneous fixed points are essential for the understanding of the system 

dynamics, particularly in the neighborhood of a bifurcation point. They provide insight 

into the interaction of the surface energy with the radiative forcing and the underlying 

body of ice/water. Surface cell energies are tracking the instantaneous fixed points, but 

are rarely close due to the inertia of the underlying system, which releases/stores energy 

at a limited rate.

There is an ongoing discussion in the literature about the reversibility of sea ice loss 

and the existence of a tipping point (Walker, 2006; Lenton et al., 2008; Eisenman and Wett

laufer, 2009; Notz, 2009). The albedo parameterization (among others) is distinctly different 

between ODE models exhibiting hysteresis and tipping point behavior and models ex

hibiting a smooth continuous sea ice decrease under increasing atmospheric forcing (Sell

ers, 1969; Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009; Eisenman, 2011). 

We choose ice and ocean albedos that are commonly used in GCMs (Liu, Zhang, and 

Horton, 2007) and manipulate the shape of albedo parametrization around the melting 

point. We show that albedo parametrization is key to distinct transition behavior. The 

hysteresis between perennial ice and seasonal ice is less pronounced for albedo parame- 

terizations with a more gradual transition between ice and ocean albedo around the melt

ing temperature. For the linear albedo parameterization on the wide temperature interval 

by Sellers, 1969 the transition from perennial ice to open water is smooth with increasing 

atmospheric forcing and stable under perturbations.
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An interesting question is of course, which albedo parameterization to pick in a concep

tual model. Local measurements (SHEBA) reveal that while the albedo starts to diminish 

slightly below the freezing point, step-like parameterizations capture the transition better 

than wide gradual transitions. Spatial averaging, however, reconciles the local step-like 

albedo behavior with the more gradual albedo transition, indicating that gradual parame

terizations can provide a bulk albedo for the model Arctic as a whole. Consequently, the 

albedo parametrization is model dependent. If only local parameters enter into an ODE 

model then the outcome is local. For a regional ODE model the (spatially averaged) albedo 

parameterization depends on e.g., temperature gradients in the region, the actual forms of 

the local albedo parameterization. Further studies are necessary to better represent albedo 

parameterization in conceptual models and models per se, particularly, since the existence 

of hysteresis is crucially dependent on the albedo parameterization (this paper), and since 

small changes to the ice albedo severely change the outcome of GCM's ice extent predic

tions (Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007).

Many GCMs produce a seasonal ice state under increased greenhouse gas emission 

scenarios (IPCC, 2007). The initial conditions of these GCMs usually allow for some region 

of open water at lower latitudes. Latitudinal differences in shortwave fluxes generate an 

inherent spatial inhomogeneity that induce lateral fluxes. This is a significant difference 

to ODE models and cannot be overlooked when translating ODE model to GCM results. 

This paper explores a spatially confined model domain at latitude 80°N. Insolation values 

for other latitudes would shift parameter ranges for bistability and seasonal ice. In ODE 

models the common definition of seasonal ice is that the whole model domain will be ice 

covered for some time every year. The definition of seasonal ice in a GCM is that there 

exists a region within the model domain that will be ice covered for some time every year. 

Inherent in the difference is the significant limitation of ODE models regarding spatial res

olution. Our findings that (1) smoother albedo parametrizations have significant impact 

on the asymptotic behavior of ODE models, and that (2) spatial scaling gives a smoother 

albedo parametrization, are significant in understanding and interpreting ODE model re

sults in a GCM context.

The lattice structure of our model enables spatial inhomogeneities in the ice-ocean layer 

to be implemented rather straightforward. We adjust the lattice to describe a latitudinal
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transect between 60° and 90°N (with one-tenth of a degree resolution) and include lateral 

atmospheric heat transfer via diffusion of surface temperatures and enhanced heat transfer 

in the ocean mixed layer via vertical and horizontal eddy thermal diffusivities. Preliminary 

results show that bistability in the annual average ice edge location is strongly influenced 

by the albedo parametrization, and that a locally step-like albedo parameterization results 

in a wider spatially averaged albedo along the transect.
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Chapter 4

Sea ice retreat in a regional scale regular network model

4.1 Introduction

The recent trends of warming and record low sea ice extent and sea ice volume in the 

Arctic have been linked to increased surface forcing due to elevated levels of greenhouse 

gases in the atmosphere (IPCC, 2007; Stroeve et al., 2007). Most state-of-the-art general 

circulation models (GCMs) do not capture the recent sharp decline of sea ice extent. The 

inter-model divergence of ice extent projections for 2100 is large. Some models predict 

the loss of all Arctic sea ice by the end of the century; others predict a reduction to levels 

observed today (Stroeve et al., 2007). The observed and projected warming trends for the 

planet are amplified in the Arctic via several feedback mechanisms (Bony et al., 2006). 

Studies isolating the ice albedo feedback suggest that it is a major mechanism in the retreat 

of the Arctic sea ice (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Mtiller-Stoffels and 

Wackerbauer, 2011; Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012; Eisenman, 2012; Abbot, Silver, 

and Pierrehumbert, 2011), although it is not thought to be the strongest feedback in the 

climate system (Bony et al., 2006). It has also been shown that slight adjustments in albedo 

values can significantly change the outcome of GCMs regarding sea ice extent (Eisenman, 

Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007).

Much of the discussion on ice albedo feedback is centered around the question of 

how the sea ice cover will retreat and if this retreat is reversible (Walker, 2006; Lenton 

et al., 2008). Low order modeling approaches (ordinary differential equations [ODE], 

Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009; Miiller-Stoffels and Wacker

bauer, 2011) exhibit both reversible and irreversible sea ice loss. The parametrization of 

the transition of albedo values from ice to water determines wether a low order system 

exhibits bistability. Sharp transitions result in bistable systems, which exhibit irreversible 

sea ice loss. With smoother transitions the parameter interval of bistability is reduced or 

annihilated (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012; Eisenman, 2012; Abbot, Silver, and 

Pierrehumbert, 2011). Local observational data of albedo support a relatively sharp de

cline of albedo with temperature around the freezing point, but spatial averaging of local 

sharp transitions results in smoother regional albedo parametrizations based on local mea

surements (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012). A recent study of one GCM reports no
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Figure 4.1. The ocean mixed layer from latitude 60° to 90° N is mapped onto a N  x M 
grid of coupled cells. Latitudinal bands of width A0 have varying surface areas A and 
volumes V, which is reflected in the laterally varying size of the grids cells. Cells exchange 
energy with their direct neighbors (light blue arrows). Cells at the bottom of the grid 
exchange energy with a constant energy (En+i) ocean. At the surface the grid is forced via 
shortwave (Rsw, red arrows), longwave (Rlw, dark blue arrows) and lateral atmospheric 
fluxes (kefi/hf,(Tj+i -  Tj) and £eff/MT;-i -  Tj), orange arrows).

evidence of irreversibility (Armour et al., 2011). This leads to the question whether bista

bility with a sharp albedo transitions in ODE-type models is mitigated by spatial effects in 

full climate models.

This study addresses a link between irreversible spatially confined models with sharp 

local albedo parametrization and the reversibility of sea ice retreat in a regional scale model 

(Sec. 4.2) comprised of coupled local cells known to exhibit bistability. Thus, spatial ice 

albedo feedback effects are studied within the confines of a model in which local effects 

are well understood (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011; Miiller-Stoffels and Wacker

bauer, 2012). Compared to energy balance models (EBM, aka latitudinal band models, e.g., 

Sellers, 1969; North, 1984; Winton, 2008), the model presented here has high spatial and 

temporal resolution.

The albedo parametrization influences the mode of ice retreat and the existence of 

asymptotic states with seasonal ice cover in this regional model (Sec. 4.3). An inverse
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ice thickness parameter reveals a regime change in predominant melting mechanisms be

tween simulations with stable perennial ice at high latitudes and unstable perennial ice 

cover (Sec. 4.4). Comparison with Arctic sea ice extent and sea ice volume data suggests 

that this record exhibits a similar regime change in the record low sea ice volume years. 

The ice albedo feedback is assessed (Sec. 4.5) and it is shown that lateral coupling plays an 

important role in the intensity of the feedback.

4.2 Model

A regular network model that resolves the spatial coordinate in the North-South and the 

vertical direction and incorporates spatial inhomogeneity of latitudinal bands is presented. 

The ocean mixed layer is mapped from latitude 60° to 90°N onto a N x M grid of coupled 

cells. The horizontal grid resolution is 0.1°, which renders the horizontal (North-to-South) 

center-to-center cell spacing to be -  11100 m. The vertical grid spacing hv = 0.3 m is 

the same as in Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011 and Miiller-Stoffels and Wacker

bauer, 2012 and allows for a relatively high resolution of ice thickness. Each cell vol

ume V and surface area A (upward and downward facing surfaces) is adjusted depend

ing on its latitudinal location to account for the spherical geometry of the polar region. 

The model grid is forced with latitude dependent shortwave fluxes Rsw> temperature- 

dependent longwave fluxes Rlw/ temperature-dependent lateral atmospheric fluxes 

{ke(f/hh(Tj+i -  Tj) and keff/hh(Tj-i -  Tj)), and each grid column is connected to a constant 

energy ocean cell En+i- The energy E^+i is equivalent to an underlying ocean tempera

ture of 274.5 K. Due to the inhomogeneous cell size, all extensive quantities are location 

dependent and heat transfer equations are performed using energy density, an intensive 

quantity.

In the following, generic indices, i £ [1,N] for rows and j  e  [1,M] for columns are used. 

The index j  indicates a model cell at a specific latitude, where the latitude of that cell is 

determined by

0/ = 0S + (j — 1)A6, for;  = (4.1)

with A0 the latitudinal resolution (angular distance between horizontally adjacent cell cen

ters) of our model, 0s the southernmost latitude used, and M the horizontal grid size.
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The volume V for each latitudinal band at latitude 0 and of width A0 is

e1% /‘O— ^  pRe
V(0,A0) = / r^sin Q'drdQ'dfy, (4.2)

Jo Jo + f JRe-hv

= (R 3e -  (Re -  hv)3  ̂ (cOS(0 -  y  ) -  cos(0 + y  )) ,

with Re = 6371 km being the earth radius (we assume a perfect sphere). The surface area 

A, that is the area of the upward and downward faces of each cell, is

t-2n r9 - f
A(0,A0) = R] sin O'dOty, (4.3)

Jo Jo + f

= 2 7 tK ^ C O S (0 -y )-C O S (0 + y )).

This renders the model equation for a given cell (/,;) at time step n + 1,

E fJ1 = E”j  (4.4)

+ Cv t  DliM lj(Elk.j - Ei.;)
k=-l 

k=-1
+ 8uAtAj(Rsw + Rlw + Kff/hh(Tj+\ + T,_i -  2T)))

+ 8niCwD[,-,n+i],/(En+i -  E”y),

for i e  [1,N] and ;  € [1, M], where £ is the horizontal (fi) and vertical (y) global coupling 

constant, D is the horizontal and vertical local coupling constant (thermal diffusivity), 8,j is 

the Kronecker delta, describes the effective heat transfer in the near surface atmosphere 

based on temperature gradients, V is the respective cell volume and A the respective cell 

horizontal surface area, Rsw is the absorbed shortwave flux density, jRlw is the longwave 

flux density budget, T is the surface temperature, and E^+i is the constant cell energy of 

the ocean reservoir.

A phase function <|> is used to control state specific variables,

)̂(E) = ^ a r c ta n (^ (E -E m- ^ ) )  + i  (4.5)

with L = V I the local volumetric latent heat of a cell, Em = C/VTo the local energy of 

ice at the melting point, Tq the melting temperature of ice (assumed to be 273 K), and c
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a sharpness factor. The phase function is used to calculate the phase-dependent values 

of the thermal diffusivity D and the surface albedo a. Different to Miiller-Stoffels and 

Wackerbauer, 2011; Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012 the factor 1/L was introduced 

and the value of c was changed. This is merely for computational reasons as calculations 

of the arctan for very large arguments appeared to be sensitive to rounding errors when 

using MATLAB.

Heat transfer on the molecular scale is characterized via a thermal diffusivity. Such a 

measure does not incorporate the fact that fluids move and mix due to temperature, solute 

(salt) and mechanical (wind) gradients. These effects can greatly enhance the transport of a 

heat signal through the medium. To incorporate such processes not accessible in diffusion 

models, it is common to employ effective thermal diffusivities that account for bulk motion 

of the medium. Steward, 2005 gives a range of values for eddy thermal diffusivities in the 

oceans; that vary in the horizontal and vertical direction. Here conservative values for both 

are used, with a vertical eddy diffusivity of D = 1.08 x 10" 5 m2 s" 1 and a horizontal eddy 

diffusivity of D = 108 m2 s-1 . In this model D is a calculated value Eq. (4.6); the physical 

quantity actually modified is the thermal conductivity of water, k $  = 45 W (m K)_1 and 

k $  = 45 x 107 W (m K )"1, with

U»  C, + ( CW- C , |4t”

where x is v or h depending on the direction heat flow is to be calculated for. The ther

mal conductivity of ice kj is assumed to be isotropic and the heat capacities C are material

constants. The thermal diffusivity D as used in Eq. (4.4) is a local, phase-dependent cou

pling constant. It depends directly on the phase state of two neighboring cells involved 

in an energy exchange. For horizontally neighboring cells (i,j\) and (1,72) respectively we 

calculate

= (47)+ u u)2

An analogous argument holds for vertical coupling with D[(1,2j ; .

The longxoave flux density budget Rlw is modeled after clear sky radiation balance data 

for Barrow, AK (ARM Data Archive 2010; Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012),

R w  = [ e * ( J ) - e s}oT *+ aT  + bt (4.8)
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Table 4.1. Physical constants and system parameters used in all simulations unless stated 
otherwise.

Symbol Description Value

I Latent heat of fusion 3.35 x 105 J kg" 1

Pw Density of water 1000 kg m-3

Pi Density of ice 917 kg m-3

Cw Heat capacity of water 4.18 x 106 J (m3 K) - 1

c , Heat capacity of ice 1.93 x 106 J (m3 K) - 1
i-(ft) Horizontal eddy thermal conductivity for water 45 x 107 W (m K)" 1
M
K W Vertical eddy thermal conductivity for water 45 W (m K) - 1

k, Thermal conductivity of ice 2.2 W (m K) - 1

To Melting/Freezing temperature of water 273 K

a  w Water albedo 0.07

a  / Ice albedo 0.85

9 Latitudinal angle 60 to 89.9° N

A0 Latitudinal resolution 0.1°
%m Optical thickness for zenith angle \|/ 0.7™; m = cos_1\(/

En+i Ocean reservoir energy. Equivalent to T = 274.5 K £ m + 1.02L

At Time step 0.25 h

hv Vertical cell dimension 0.3 m

h Horizontal cell dimension 11.1 km
r  _  A l 
Si' -  p Vertical coupling constant 1 x 104 s m-2
r — At Horizontal coupling constant 7.3 x 10" 6 s m-2

keff/hh Atmospheric heat flux coefficient 2.7 W (m 2 K) - 1

N Number of vertical cells 75

M Number of horizontal cells 300

c Sharpness factor 104
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with the surface emissivity es, the atmospheric emissivity efl(T) = esexp (-7 .7  x 10_5T2 +

0.028T -3 .1), b = bo + Ab,a = -1 .0 5  W rrT2 K_1 and bo = 301 W m-2 are empirical constants, 

and Ab is a bifurcation parameter (additional surface forcing). The first part of Eq. (4.8) 

is the Stefan-Boltzmann law with a temperature dependent atmospheric emissivity. The 

second part is used to correct for lateral atmospheric fluxes from lower latitudes based on 

ARM data from Barrow, AK. We would expect that the coefficients a and bo are different 

in other locations of the Arctic. But due to the lack of measurements of similar quality (14 

year high-resolution record) to ARM's Barrow data we will use Eq. (4.8) for all latitudes 

and adjust our forcing term Ab accordingly.

An effective surface heat flux  term keff/hh(Tj+i + T,_i -  2 Tj) has been added to model near 

surface atmospheric fluxes due to temperature gradients similar to the approach to interac

tion of an ODE model of the Arctic with lower latitudes (Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009). 

The relationship between temperatures T and energies E is E = C/VT and T < To. In the 

liquid phase the energy is converted with E = Em + L + Cyy V(T -  Tq) for T > To- For energies 

during the phase transition Em < E < Em + L the temperature is constant at T = To-

The absorbed shortwave radiative flux density is modeled after Campbell and Norman, 1998,

RSVV(0) = (1 -  a)Socosy(0)[im + 0.3(1 — xm)], (4.9)

with So cosv|/(0) the incoming perpendicular shortwave flux density at the top of the at

mosphere, So the solar constant, \y the zenith angle, and a  the surface albedo; the term 

in square brackets is the optical thickness for direct (first term) and diffuse (second term) 

radiation. The exponent m = (cosy)"1 adjusts for the optical path length through the at

mosphere. The zenith angle \|f is a function of latitude and declination angle and, thus, 

indirectly a function of time.

The model approach given in Eq. (4.4) is an approximation. Surface areas and volumes 

are calculated for regions of a sphere. However, small changes to the surface area and 

volume with changing radius are ignored. This is because the depth of the model is six 

orders of magnitude smaller than Earth's radius. In the exact solution, Re would have to 

be replaced by R, -  Re — (i - 1  )hv, but with N = 75 and hv = 0.3 m, R,-«  Re V i. The difference 

equation (Eq. (4.4) is not used in spherical coordinates, but the geometry is mapped onto 

a grid and the equation is solved in Euclidean geometry. The approach is valid for the
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given type of local calculations and using a relatively high horizontal resolution (l/10th 

of a latitudinal degree). The energy in the horizontal direction (Eq. 4.4, line 3) is not fully 

conserved. Horizontally neighboring cells have different volumes; to solve Eq. (4.4) we 

need to work with energy densities Ei.j/Vj. For example, if we have three horizontally 

adjacent cells with energies E”_ j, E" and E”+1, with E”_j/V)_i = E"/V) = E"+1/V)+i and no 

forcing or vertical energy flow, it follows from line 3 of Eq. (4.4) that

E  E T '=  E  e ; + D f c - i  ( - 1 ) + £ /  ( v': - y- -  - : 2)+■? .1  ( W - - 1 )
t=,-i k=i-1 L ^ - l  vi vj+1 J

(4.10)
*=/— 1 k=j-\

where the term in square brackets should be zero. The error introduced can be neglected 

for small A0, with
Vi-1 + Vh-} -  2cosAe «  2, (4.11)

Vy A 6 « l

which can be seen using Eq. (4.2), and the fact that 0;±i = 0̂  ±  A0. A similar argument 

holds for Vj/Vj±\ «  1. The order of magnitude of the error per time step introduced by the 

approximation is about 1 nW m '2. Thus, in an open system which exchanges on the order 

of 10 Wm-2 per time step, the error can be neglected. The above approximation fails in 

the case of periodic boundary conditions where a very large volume could end up being 

connected to a very small volume.

4.2.1 Albedo parametrizations

As is evident from Surface Heat and Energy Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) data (Fig. 4.2a 

and as presented in Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012) given by Perovich, 1998 [light 

blue] and Paulson, 1998 [light red] plotted against surface temperature (Andreas et al., 1998), 

the ice albedo is reduced before the ice reaches the melting temperature (0 °C). To model 

this, a second step, centered at E = Em -  0.015L (equivalent to -2 .5  °C), was incorpo

rated into the sharp step-like albedo parametrization (SAT) used in in Mtiller-Stoffels and 

Wackerbauer, 2011 and Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012. The green graph in Fig. 4.2 

shows a sharp double step transition (DST1) from the albedo value for cold ice a/,max to the 

value for warm/ponding ice a/iinin. The purple graph shows a softened transition between 

the same values (DST2). This parametrization was developed as it better fits the transition 

suggested by the data. The DST parametrizations are realized using
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E -  (E + L/2) [L]

Figure 4.2. a: Surface albedo parametrizations plotted against surface temperature. Blue 
is a sharp step transition (SAT) albedo; Red is a gradual linear transition (GLT); Black is a 
linear-step transition (LST); Green is a sharp double step transition (DST1); Magenta is a 
soft double step transition (DST2). For comparison SHEBA ice albedo data [light blue] Per
ovich, 1998 and SHEBA lead albedo data [light red] Paulson, 1998 as discussed in (Miiller- 
Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012).
b: Surface albedo parametrizations versus surface energy.
The temperature scale in Fig. a does not match the energy scale in Fig. b.
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®(E) — tt/,max (Ctf, min ®w)0(E»^) (®/,max CCmin)*KE + 0 .015E , Crf),

where DST1 uses the standard sharpness factor q  = c (Tab. 4.1) to calculate <|> and for 

DST2 uses Q = 250.

Two more albedo parametrizations were added for control purposes and as interme

diate cases. The red curve in Fig. 4.2 transitions gradually and linearly (GLT) from the 

maximum ice albedo af,max at E = E„, -  0.03L (T = - 5  °C) to water albedo aw at E = Em + L. 

The black graph transitions gradually and linearly from the maximum ice albedo a/ max at 

E = Em + 0.03E to the minimum ice albedo a/,min at E = Em + L/2, then it steps sharply down 

to water albedo aw- This albedo parametrization is referred to as LST.

Fig. 4.2b shows the albedo parametrizations from Fig. 4.2a but in energy space. This 

illustrates that the albedo parametrizations are not functions in the mathematical sense 

in temperature space as the whole region of latent heat release from the energy picture is 

folded into a single value T = 0 °C.

4.3 Ice extent under surface forcing

Simulations were performed with the albedo parametrizations introduced in Sec. 4.2.1 un

der open water initial conditions (OWIC), ice covered initial conditions (ICIC) and varying 

surface forcing. For all albedo parametrizations three distinct states can be identified: (i) 

closed ice cover for all latitudes, (ii) partial ice cover with open water at southern latitudes 

and perennial ice at northern latitudes, and (iii) open water for all latitudes, with (tran

sient) seasonal ice. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the asymptotic states of the ice edge latitude 

versus the bifurcation parameter Ab for the albedo parametrizations (Fig. 4.2). The ice edge 

is defined to be the southernmost surface cell with E < Em + 0.5L.

The softer albedo reduction below the freezing point used in the DST2 albedo para

metrization (Fig. 4.3a) results in convergence on the same asymptotic state of both initial 

conditions in the partially perennial ice regime. All simulations exhibit a fully ice covered 

asymptotic stable state for Ab < -8 0  W m~2. For the OWIC the annual average ice edge 

latitude recedes gradually northwards for Ab between -8 0  and -4 5  W m -2. Initially fully 

ice covered simulations remain in that state for Ab < 57.8 W m ~2 and only converge to the 

same asymptotic state as OWIC simulations for greater Ab values. With rising Ab there is
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A b  [W  m '2]

Figure 4.3. a: Ice edge latitude vs Ab for the DST2 albedo parameterization. Red symbols 
are used for open water initial condition (OWIC). Blue symbols are used for ice covered 
initial condition (ICIC). Circles are annual mean ice edge latitudes. Dots are annual south
ernmost ice edge latitudes. Plus signs are annual northernmost ice extents. Grey triangles 
show the annual average ice edge location for laterally uncoupled simulations with OWIC. 
Grey dotted lines: simulations used in Sec. 4.4. Inset: Difference of maximum (winter) ice 
edge latitude and minimum (summer) ice edge latitude A0S vs. annual average ice edge 
latitude < 0/ >. ICIC simulations between latitude 80 and 85° N are not converged after 
170 years of real time at their mean ice edge location. Winter ice edges for those simula
tions have reached equilibrium.
b: Ice edge latitude vs Ab for the DST1 albedo parameterization. Simulations for the ICIC 
with average annual ice edge (blue circles) around latitude 85°N have not converged after 
170 years of real-time simulation.
The OWIC starts all grid cells at E = E,„ +1.5L; The ICIC starts all grid cells at E = Em- L .  
All simulations shown were run out to 170 years of real time (6 x 106 time steps) or to the 
point where the changes in all cells from one year to the next were less than a 10~15th of 
the typical cell energies.
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Figure 4.4. a: Ice edge latitude vs Ab for the LST albedo parameterization. Red symbols 
are used for OWIC. Blue symbols are used for ICIC. Circles are annual mean ice edge 
latitudes. Dots are annual southernmost ice edge latitudes. Plus signs are annual 
northernmost ice extents. Inset: Difference of maximum (winter) ice edge latitude and 
minimum (summer) ice edge latitude A0S vs. annual average ice edge latitude < 0/ >. Ice 
covered initial condition simulations between latitude 75 and 85° N are not converged 
after 170 years of real time.
b: Ice edge latitude vs Ab for the GLT albedo parameterization. Ice covered initial 
condition simulations between latitude 78 and 85° N not converged after 170 years of real 
time.
c: Ice edge latitude vs Ab for the SAT albedo parameterization.
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a strong divergence between the winter maximum and the summer minimum ice extent. 

This divergence reaches a maximum of 10° (Fig. 4.3, inset) while there still is a perennial 

ice cover present at high latitudes. A small discontinuity in the average ice edge location 

is visible at Ab = -5 5 .5  W m ~2 which marks the transition from perennial to seasonal ice 

cover. Convergence of simulations started in the ice covered state is very slow around the 

transition point. The winter ice extent converges much earlier to its asymptotic state than 

the summer ice extent. Tests with the ICIC, where a few cells (equivalent to less than 1 lat

itudinal degree) at the southern end of the grid are open water, show convergence to the 

same stable state as simulations with OWIC at the same forcing. This hints that the ICIC 

simulations that remain completely ice covered where OWIC simulations under the same 

forcing do not remain ice covered are a direct product of the closed boundary condition at 

latitude 60°N.

Simulations for DST2 and a laterally uncoupled model domain (D ^ = 0 and keff/hf, = 0) 

were performed to understand the importance of lateral fluxes for the asymptotic model 

behavior. The grey triangles in Fig. 4.3a show the annual average ice edge for the OWIC. 

The winter ice extent of the laterally coupled simulations coincides quite well with the 

annual average ice extent for the laterally uncoupled case for Ab > -6 5  W rrT2. Below 

Ab -  — 65 W m-2 the coupled model predicts a greater ice extent than the uncoupled model. 

Tests for the fully coupled model with CC/,,̂  = 0.3 and 0.5 show that the behavior seen in 

Fig. 4.3a is robust under a changed albedo step height with only minor shifts in the average 

ice edge latitude vs Ab. Simulations for a fully couple ice-ocean and 

keff/hfj e {0,2.7,27,270} W m~2K~x show no appreciable change in model dynamics.

With the DST1 albedo parametrization (Fig. 4.3b) a perennial ice cover that covers less 

than the full latitudinal extent is only a stable state for simulations started with the OWIC 

for Ab between -7 5  and -5 3  W m~2. If the forcing for these simulations is further in

creased, the annual average ice edge suddenly transitions about 9° northward and all ice 

melts during the summer months. The winter maximum remains at similar latitudes as 

those for adjacent simulations with a portion of perennial ice cover; the inset in Fig. 4.3b 

illustrates this regime change further. As the annual average ice edge recedes northward 

the difference between summer and winter ice extent slowly increases but remains well 

below 3°. The annual average ice edge moves sharply northwards for Ab = - 5 5  W m ”2.
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The difference between summer and winter extrema spikes to nearly 15° and then slowly 

reduces again as the winter extremum recedes further north with increased forcing. This 

spike coincides with the disappearance of all summer ice cover. For simulations initial

ized with complete ice cover we see the model grid remains perennially ice covered up to 

Ab = -5 0  W m~2. For stronger forcing, the system approaches the same asymptotic state 

as for the OWIC, but convergence for the summer ice extent (blue plus signs) is extremely 

slow (> 170 years) for Ab between -5 0  and -4 9  W m~2. The winter ice extents (blue dots) 

converge to their stable value relatively quickly (< 50 years). As for the DST2 albedo para

metrization, the ICIC simulations maintain a closed ice cover where the OWIC do not, and 

are not stable under small perturbations. If perturbed by manually removing the ice cover 

in less than 1 latitudinal degree at the southern end of the model domain these simulations 

will converge to the same asymptotic state as the OWIC simulations under the same Ab.

Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the ice edge latitude vs. Ab for the LST and GLT albedo 

parametrization, respectively. Their behavior is quite similar to each other with the excep

tion that the GLT parametrization for the ICIC converges to a state exhibiting perennial 

ice at Ab = - 5 4  W m-2 . At the same Ab, the LST parametrization with ICIC shows con

vergence to a seasonal ice state and no initially ice covered simulation converges to a state 

with perennial ice. The asymptotic states for LST albedo are shifted by —5 W m-2 in com

parison to the GLT albedo. This can be attributed to the lowered albedo for open water at 

the freezing point for the LST albedo (Fig. 4.2a). As in the DST1 case the transition from 

perennial ice cover to seasonal ice cover is marked by a significant northward movement 

of the annual average ice edge location. For both albedo parametrizations, simulations 

started with ICIC are unstable under removal of a small area of ice at southern latitudes.

Using the SAT parametrization, only a perennial ice cover in parts of the Arctic or no ice 

cover at all are asymptotic stable states of the system (Fig. 4.4c) is found. When initialized 

with OWIC the system will remain in the open water state for Ab > —42 W m-2 . For lesser 

forcing (Ab < -4 2  W m~2) the annual average ice edge location (Fig. 4.4a, red circles) tran

sitions to latitude 75.4 N (Ab = -4 2  W m-2) and then progresses southwards with reduced 

forcing, until it reaches the southernmost model latitude (60 N) at Ab = -6 8  W m~2. An

nual maximum (red dots) and minimum (red plus signs) ice edge locations remain within

0.5° of each other (Fig. 4.4c, inset). Thus, the region of seasonal ice is no larger than a band
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of 0.5° width for any of these simulations. For simulations initialized with complete ice 

cover, the model domain remains perennially ice covered for forcing Ab <  -2 2 .5  W m -2 

and then moves to perennially ice free for larger forcing.

Time [years]

Figure 4.5. Ratio of ice extent over ice volume, a: Normalized ice extent (blue, right y- 
axis) and ice volume (black) data, b: Ratio of ice extent over ice volume. Extent data 
from (IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012); volume data from PIOMAS Polar Science 
Center, 2012 for June 1, 2002 to December 31, 2012. Vertical dotted lines denote year to 
year transition with the furthest left being the transition from 2002 to 2003. The ice extent 
data provided by the IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012 is derived from Advanced 
Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) and the ice 
volume data provided by the Polar Science Center, 2012 is calculated using the Pan-Arctic 
Ice Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) and validated with observations 
from US-Navy submarines, oceanographic moorings, and satellites. Missing data points 
are due to gaps in the sea ice extent data record IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012.

4.4 Indicators of Change

Figure 4.3 illustrates that a receding ice cover coincides with amplified seasonal changes 

in ice extent. The winter ice extent shows little change in slope under increased forcing
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Ab, while the summer ice extent changes sharply under the same change of forcing in the 

interval of Ab e [-6 0 , -5 0 ] W m 2.

Ice extent is an easily accessible measure for the Arctic, e.g., through satellite measure

ments, but it does not give accurate information about the sea ice volume. To understand 

how the amount of energy (sensible and latent heat) in the system changes, it is important 

to know how large the ice volume is and how it changes with forcing. Ice volume is de

rived from point measurements of the ice thickness via models. Pan-Arctic ice thickness 

estimates are only accessible via submarine studies or models using freeboard estimates 

from satellite data compiled into ice thickness distributions.

Under the assumption that the ice volume V/ depends, in the first order, on ice extent 

Ai as Vi oc A if(A i,2,...), with/(A/,2, ...) some non-trivial function of the ice area, thickness 

measurements and other factors. To gain better insight into higher order processes, it is 

beneficial to investigate the dynamics of the ratio of ice extent and volume, A//V/. The 

advantage of using A//V/, a measure inverse to thickness, is that this measure will enhance 

features of a thinning ice cover. The graphs in Figs. 4.5, 4.6a and c, and 4.7a and c show 

Ai /V j for data based on measurements and for selected simulations. The finite resolution 

of our model puts a theoretical upper bound of 3.33 m~1 (thinnest possible ice resolved) 

on the ratio. Values smaller than 0.3 m _1 are the result of all ice being quite thick.

In Fig. 4.5 the ice extent (IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012), the ice volume (Polar 

Science Center, 2012) and their ratio A//V/ for the time from June 1, 2002 to December 

31 2011 are shown. Missing data points are due to missing data in the ice extent record. 

Vertical dotted lines separate years, with the furthest left vertical separating 2002 from 

2003. For reference, the three years of lowest ice extent since satellite measurements are 

(lowest on record first): 2007 , 2011 , and 2008 (IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012). 

The three years of lowest ice volume (lowest on record first) are: 2011, 2010 and 2007 

(Polar Science Center, 2012).

The record in Fig. 4.5 shows a trend towards thinner ice. This manifests itself as higher 

peaks and a slight increase in annual average of A//V/. The first three years of record are 

relatively stable; as the ice retreats in the spring A//V/ decreases to about 0.45. This is fol

lowed by the predominant loss of ice thickness increasing A//V/ to about 0.6. At this point 

both the ice extent and ice volume have reached their minimum values and the system re-
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Figure 4.6. Ice thickness evolution for DST2 with Ab = -5 6  W m “2 and ICIC (see Fig. 4.3). 
This simulation is near convergence, with a stable perennial ice cover, (a) 20 year record of 
Aj/Vj over time starting with model year 50. The red part of the record is shown larger in 
(c). Note that the y-axis of (a) and (c) is of significantly different scale than in Figs. 4.5 and 
4.7. (b) Ice edge latitude (red, left y-axis) over time. Vertical lines mark the times the ice 
thickness was sampled; colors correspond to graphs shown in (d). For reference the solar 
declination angle is shown (black, right y-axis). Positive values denote angles north of the 
equator, (c) A i/V i over time for model year 68 and 69. (d) Ice thickness over latitude at 
different times of year. Graph colors correspond to vertical lines in (b) and (c). The finite 
resolution of our model puts a theoretical upper bound of 3.33 m 1 (thinnest possible ice 
resolved) on A\jVj. Values smaller than 0.3 m-1 are the result of all ice being quite thick 
(> 3 m).
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Figure 4.7. Ice thickness evolution for DST2 with Ab = -5 4  W m~2 and ICIC (see Fig. 4.3). 
The simulations maximum ice extent has arrived at its asymptotic state, minimum ice 
extent and ice volume have not converged at the data shown. The simulation will converge 
to a seasonal ice cover state, (a) 20 year record o iA i/V i over time starting with model year 
50. The red part of the record is shown larger in (c). (b) Ice edge latitude (red, left y-axis) 
over time. Vertical lines mark the times the ice thickness was sampled; colors correspond 
to graphs shown in (d). For reference the solar declination angle is shown (black, right 
y-axis). Positive values denote angles north of the equator, (c) A i/V i over time for model 
year 68 and 69. (d) Ice thickness over latitude at different times of year. Graph colors 
correspond to vertical lines in (b) and (c).
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mains at this value for a few weeks. This is followed by a sharp increase in ice extent with 

little increase in volume, which causes Ai/Vj to peak at about 0.75 and then to decrease to 

about 0.6 as the newly grown ice increases in thickness. The slight change in slope during 

the decrease coincides with the onset of spring melt. The year 2006 shows similar behav

ior, where the double peak in early 2007 is due to an atypical temporary slowdown in ice 

extent increase. During the 2007 melt season, the ice extent and volume drop to levels 

significantly lower than previous years, which is indicated by the Aj /V j minimum being 

much higher (0.5) than in previous years. This is again followed by a few weeks of little 

change when both ice volume and extent are around their minima. When the ice extent 

rebounds much thin ice is grown resulting in a much higher peak (Ai/V i « 1 )  towards the 

end of 2007. In the following two years (2008 and 2009) the behavior is similar to 2007, 

with slightly less prominent peaks hinting at volume recovery. The year 2010 shows rapid 

decline and thinning of ice during the melt season. This is followed by a double peak. The 

first peak is generated near the minimum ice extent, which makes it similar in nature to 

the periods of little change at half peak height seen in earlier years. It is a signal of further 

thinning ice. The second peak is generated by the rapid growth of thin ice. The AMSR-E 

record ends on October 4, 2011 due to equipment malfunction (IARC-JAXA Information 

System, 2012), but not before the ice extent has reached its annual minimum. The last peak 

in A\jV\ coincides with that minimum and is of similar nature to the first peak for 2010 

and the periods of little change at half peak height in previous years.

The model trajectories shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 consistently exhibit a 10 week delay 

for maximum and a 4 week delay for the minimum ice extent compared to the real world 

data. This is not surprising considering that the model is not coupled to lower latitudes 

which could supply additional lateral fluxes. In addition, in the AMRS-E record, pixels 

containing 15% ice are considered ice covered (IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012), 

whereas, this study only considers cells with 100% ice (E < Em + L/2) as part of the ice 

cover. This can lead to further discrepancies between model data and satellite record.

Figure 4.6 shows Ai/V\ for a DST2 albedo parametrization simulation with ICIC and 

Ab -  - 5 6  W m -2 . This simulation will converge to an average ice edge location of 79°N and 

moderate oscillation of 7.8° between summer and winter (cf. Figs. 4.6b and4.3). For this 

parameter set, the ocean has a stable perennial ice cover at high latitudes and a significant
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band of seasonal ice. The oscillation in A i/Vj is of similar magnitude as the first three 

years in Fig. 4.5. As the ice edge recedes northward during summer, the average thickness 

of the remaining ice increases (Fig. 4.6d, black, red and green) to where A\fV\ «  0.35. The 

melting process for this period is dominated by retreat through thinning, i.e., the ice thins 

first and then recedes. At the same time the ice cover at higher latitudes (78° to 81.5°N) 

is gaining thickness. Then there is a period of laterally driven retreat (Fig. 4.6d, green, blue 

and gray), i.e., thick ice melting from the side, during which the ice edge recedes by 1.8° 

and thickness of the remaining ice remains high. In late fall and winter, the ice edge moves 

southward (Fig. 4.6d, orange and magenta). Area and volume gains are at similar rates, 

resulting in only a slight increase in A\jV\ to about 0.41. The feature of consolidation at 

half peak height seen in most of the record shown Fig. 4.5 is not present. Instead, the 

period of slow southward ice growth and thickness consolidation is seen as a wide region 

of near minimum values of Ai/V\&  0.35 to 0.41. This is followed by the rapid advance of 

the ice edge back to winter maximum levels (Fig. 4.6d, black). During this period, the ice 

area increases faster than the ice volume resulting in the increase of A j/V i to its maximum 

of 0.64 during most rapid ice area increase. As the advance of the ice edge halts the system 

enters a short period of consolidation indicated by the reduction of peak height from 0.64 

to 0.55. Further reduction of peak height is due to the ice edge receding rapidly northward.

To compare the 'fingerprint' of a stable perennial ice cover with that of a receding 

perennial ice cover, Fig. 4.7 shows data from a DST2 albedo parametrization simulation 

with ICIC and Ab = - 5 4  W m~2. This simulation will eventually reach a stable state with

out perennial ice. The part of the record shown exhibits a perpetually decreasing perennial 

ice cover around the pole, where the annual northernmost ice edge (summer minimum) 

recedes by 0.1° every year. The southernmost annual ice edge location (winter maximum) 

does not change. The ice edge oscillates by 13.6° within an annual cycle, an increase of 

5.8° compared to the simulation shown in Fig. 4.6. The period of retreat through thinning 

(Fig. 4.6d, black, red to green) is temporally very similar to that observed in the previous 

simulation, but spans 9.0° instead of 6.1°. The overall ice thickness is reduced. Thickness 

gains are still observed at higher latitudes during initial melt, but the ice thickness does not 

recover to levels seen in Fig. 4.6d. During laterally driven retreat (Fig. 4.7d, green, blue, and 

gray) the ice edge recedes by 4.6°. This is over 2.5 times more than is observed in Fig. 4.6d
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for the stable perennial ice cover.

The record shows the development of a shoulder/double peak as time progresses 

(Fig. 4.7a). Early peaks resemble those of the years 2007 to 2009 in Fig. 4.5; later ones are 

similar to those seen in 2010 and 2011. The double peak feature (Fig. 4.7c, gray to orange) 

begins to develop near minimum ice extent and is the result of rapid ice extent gains with 

negligible thickness gains. As the ice edge moves further south, the thickness of the ice is 

somewhat consolidated (Fig. 4.7d, magenta) resulting in the local minimum between the 

peaks. The second peak is the result of further rapid gains of thin ice with the maximum 

coinciding with maximum rate of advance of the ice edge.
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Figure 4.8. Spatiotemporal average surface temperature < T > vs additional surface forc
ing Ab for the DST2 albedo parameterization. Regime R1 (shaded blue): closed ice cover, 
no ice albedo feedback; R2 (shaded red): seasonally varying ice cover with perennial ice 
at high latitudes; and R3 (shaded grey): seasonal ice cover/perennially open water. Red 
symbols signify open water initial condition. Blue symbols signify ice covered initial con
dition. The dashed grey line marks the freezing temperature. Values shown are for the last 
full seasonal cycle in a given simulation.
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4.5 Surface Forcing Feedbacks

The presented model contains two directly accessible feedbacks, longwave and albedo 

feedback. The longwave radiative forcing and the albedo are functions of the surface cell 

energy. Surface cell temperature, as defined in Sec. 4.2, will be used here to perform a 

feedback analysis in analogy to the literature (Bony et al., 2006; Flanner et al., 2011). Note 

that the literature on feedbacks in GCMs usually assesses top of the atmosphere feedbacks. 

This is not practical in the described model as the atmosphere is a boundary condition, part 

of Riw  and not a fully modeled system.

The surface heating and the forcing feedbacks will be assessed based on spatiotemporal 

averages < X  > of the respective variables, where

1 £  I m  A,Xj(tk)
< x > = s Z - ± U j ~ - '  (412)3 k=\ L j= i A]

and where X € {T ,a ,aR ^ w,Riw,o} and S is the total number of time-steps for a seasonal 

cycle.

The spatiotemporal surface temperature average < T > for albedo parametrization 

DST2 is shown as a function of Ab (Fig. 4.8). The average surface temperature increase 

with additional surface forcing can be numerically determined to be,

d < T >
9A b

0.62-jrp—7W m for R l,

= < 1.57-~-_TW m for R2, (4.13)

0 .1 9 - ^ - j. W m for R3.

Three distinct regimes, in which < T > changes linearly, can be identified (Fig. 4.8): (Rl) 

heating under closed ice cover (shaded blue, blue dots between Ab = -9 0  and -5 7 .8  W m "2), 

(R2) heating under seasonally varying ice edge with stable perennial ice cover at high 

latitudes (shaded red, red circles between Ab = -7 5  and -5 5 .5  W m-2), (R3) heating un

der seasonal ice or open water (shaded grey, red circles, Ab >  -5 5 .4  W m”2). The sur

face temperature exhibits a sudden increase of 0.8 K at the transition from R2 to R3. For 

the other albedo parametrizations (Sec. 4.2.1), the temperature increase in R2 is smaller, 

ranging from 1.14 K( W m~2)-1 (SAT) to 1.41 K( W m”2)-1 (DST1). The sudden temper

ature increase at the transition from R2 to R3 is significantly larger for all other albedo 

parametrizations, ranging from 2.8 K (GLT) to 5.3 K (DST1).
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Spatiotemporal average surface forcing < Rmt > is [Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9)],

< Rmt >=< Rlsw > - <  o.RgW > + < RLw, o > +Ab, (4.14)

with R<jw = So cos \|/(6)[tm +0.3(1 -  xm)\ (cf. Eq. 4.9) the down-welling shortwave radiation,

and <  Rlw > = <  Rlw.o >  +Ab for clarity.

The spatiotemporal average surface forcing changes with < T > and < Ab >  according

to,

d < Rnet >= < T > + 3 <9a F ± dAb' (4'15)

This defines the individual feedback parameters to be,

d < Rnet >= (ka + XLw)d < T >  +d < *™ --dA b, (4.16)
dab

with,

( « 7 )

( u s )
O < 1 >

with ka  and kiw  the individual feedback parameters for albedo and longwave radiative 

feedback respectively (cf. Bony et al., 2006). For the temperature range experienced by the 

model simulations A.lw is nearly constant, with —1.33 W m~2K-1 (Fig. 4.9a).

The albedo feedback parameter changes significantly through the three regimes (Fig. 4.8). 

In R l, ka  is virtually zero and in R3 ka  transitions back to virtually zero with the diminish

ing seasonal ice cover. In R2, the albedo feedback can be approximated to be linear, with 

ka  = 2.35 W m~2K-1 (Fig. 4.9b). Comparison between the behavior of < aR^w > and < a  > 

as functions of < T > (Fig. 4.9b and c) shows that the change in k a is mainly due to changes 

in the albedo. For the other albedo parametrizations the albedo feedback parameter lies 

between 2.22 W m“2K“1 (GET) and 2.59 W m ^ K T1 (LST).

The albedo feedback in R2 for the laterally uncoupled model with DST2 albedo para

metrization (see Fig. 4.3a, grey triangles) is significantly lower with ka -  2.00 W m ^ K T1. 

For these simulations with no lateral coupling the warming with increased forcing in R2 is 

reduced to 1.00 K( W m-2)-1 as well.

The albedo feedback plays a significant role in the enhanced warming in R2. Following 

Myhre et al., 1998, CC>2-doubling causes a forcing increase of 5.35 Tn2 = 3.71 W m~2, which
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Figure 4.9. Feedbacks, a: Spatiotemporal average of the longwave radiation < Rlw,o > 
versus < T > for simulations with DST2 albedo parametrizations. Red circles signify sim
ulations with OWIC; blue dots signify simulations with ICIC. Colored bars correspond 
to the temperature intervals of the regimes introduced in Fig. 4.8. Values shown are for 
the last full seasonal cycle in a given simulation, b: Spatiotemporal average of reflected 
shortwave radiation < olR$w > versus < T >. c: Spatiotemporal average albedo < a  > vs 
< T > .
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would result in a temperature increase of 5.82 K for this model in the R2 regime (Eq. 4.13). 

The same forcing increase without ice albedo feedback (Rl) would result in a temperature 

increase of 2.30 K. Thus, the ice albedo feedback amplifies the temperature increase in the 

Arctic by 3.52 K. Vice versa, if CO2 is reduced to half in R3 (ice-free ocean), the surface 

would cool by 0.70 K and would continue to do so into R2 if no ice albedo feedback were 

present. With ice albedo feedback, under this scenario, cooling is enhanced by 5.12 K. The 

difference between enhancement of temperature changes in R l (fully ice covered) and R3 

(ice-free) is a direct result of difference in albedo and the difference in specific heat capacity 

of ice and water. R l is a model specific state and only exists due to the closed southern 

boundary in the model. It would only be realized for a fully ice covered globe, since the 

albedo feedback in R2 is not dependent on the location of the ice edge. The value of Xa 

refers to the spatial extent of the model only, latitude 60 to 90 °N. Feedbacks reported in 

the literature are usually reported for the entire Earth or the Northern Hemisphere, even if 

their direct effect is localized. A first estimate the albedo feedback parameter for the entire 

Northern hemisphere, with an ice edge within the modeled latitudes, can be gained by 

ht,NH = K.Aa/A nh = 0.32 W m~2K-1, with the total area of the model domain and A m  

the total area of the Northern hemisphere.

4.6 Conclusion

A regular network model for energy flow and phase transition in an ocean mixed layer is 

presented. It incorporates two spatial dimensions that resolve the latitudinal extent of the 

Arctic region horizontally and the ocean mixed layer vertically. The ocean mixed layer is 

coupled to a constant temperature ocean below and forced by radiative fluxes at the in

terface with the atmosphere. An additional atmospheric forcing term acts as a bifurcation 

parameter to simulate warming and cooling. Albedo parametrizations range from a dou

ble step parametrization fitting measurements quite well to a sharp single step parame

trization giving a low order fit to measurements and routinely used in Thorndike, 1992; 

Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011; Miiller-Stoffels 

and Wackerbauer, 2012. The model is a significant extension of work presented in Miiller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011 and Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012.

Asymptotic states of the ice ocean layer include a stable perennial ice cover at northern
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latitudes, a region of seasonal ice at mid-latitudes and open water at southern latitudes. 

The model converges to a perennially stable ice cover under very low forcing and to open 

water at all latitudes at very high forcing regardless of albedo parametrization. The albedo 

parametrizations that fit measurements better produce a stable state of seasonal ice cover 

at high latitudes. The model exhibits a state of perennial/seasonal ice cover, with peren

nial open water at southern latitudes for a wide range of the bifurcation parameter. A 

state of perennial ice cover at all latitudes within that bifurcation parameter range is sen

sitive to perturbations, which suggests that it is a model artifact resulting from a closed 

boundary condition at the southern model boundary. It is speculated that a model with 

latitudinal extent from 90 °S to 90 °N could exhibit bistability, where one of the stable 

states is perennial ice cover at all latitudes under very low forcing (snowball earth sce

nario, Budyko, 1969). Further studies, with full latitudinal model extent, would be needed 

to address the sensitivity of such a state to perturbations, e.g., in form of small regions of 

open water.

An abrupt transition in summer ice extent from stable perennial ice to open water is a 

direct effect of enhanced lateral heat fluxes due to ice-albedo feedback resulting in later

ally driven retreat of thick ice. The winter ice extent transition towards perennially open 

water is smooth for double step albedo parametrizations, but is discontinuous for sharp 

step-like and intermediate albedo parametrizations. The results for a laterally uncoupled 

model grid coincide (summer and winter ice extent) with the winter ice extent of the fully 

laterally coupled model for moderate to high additional surface forcing demonstrating the 

importance of lateral fluxes for summer ice melt. Ice albedo feedback together with lat

eral heat fluxes works in reverse below a given forcing threshold. For this low additional 

surface forcing the uncoupled model exhibits less ice than the coupled model.

The dynamics of an inverse ice thickness measure show a regime change between sim

ulations with perennially stable ice cover and simulations with retreat ing perennial ice 

cover and corroborate the importance of lateral heat fluxes in the melting of thick ice at 

high latitudes. In simulations exhibiting a thick perennial ice cover at high latitudes the 

main mechanism of ice melt is retreat through thinning, i.e., the summer northward move

ment of the ice edge is preceded by a thinning of the ice cover. Simulations with seasonal 

ice cover as their asymptotic stable state exhibit the same retreat through thinning process
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for much of their seasonal ice, but towards the end of the melt season large areas of ice 

retreat through a laterally driven retreat process in which thick ice melts from the side with

out thinning appreciably prior to that. Comparison with an inverse thickness measure 

derived from satellite (ice area, IARC-JAXA Information System, 2012) and model (ice vol

ume, Polar Science Center, 2012) data suggests that a similar mechanism is responsible for 

the recent record low September ice volumes in the Arctic.

The ice albedo feedback consists of two mechanisms: (i) locally, when the ice cover 

disappears, the ocean is heated and increased cooling is needed to again form ice, and (ii) 

laterally, when an area of open water is adjacent to ice the larger rate of shortwave energy 

absorption of open water establishes an energy gradient, which leads to laterally driven 

retreat of more ice. The ice albedo feedback amplifies warming in all simulations and the 

magnitude of the feedback extrapolated for the Northern Hemisphere is within the range 

of measurements (Flanner et al., 2011) and GCM results (Bony et al., 2006). Control simu

lations with a laterally uncoupled model show that the impact of the ice albedo feedback 

is directly dependent on the existence of lateral heat fluxes. The first mechanism is solely 

a function of the local albedo difference between ice and open water. The second mech

anism is a function of the ability of the ocean mixed layer to transport heat laterally. It 

is known from spatially confined studies (Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2011; Miiller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012) that the ice-ocean system in this model is locally bistable, 

i.e., a locally perennially ice covered ocean can be perturbed to transition to seasonal ice 

or open water. Lateral heat fluxes due to ice albedo feedback can supply the required per

turbation. It can be expected that ice albedo feedback is more effective in regions where 

prevalent surface currents in the ocean move water towards the ice edge. Further stud

ies on anisotropic lateral heat fluxes are needed to fully understand the influence of near 

surface ocean currents in this model. If the surface forcing in a laterally coupled model is 

reduced the ice albedo feedback is negative. Open water has a much higher (eddy) ther

mal diffusivity than ice which enhances cooling during the times of year when the surface 

forcing over open water is negative. This leads to the advance of a thin layer of ice, which 

now acts as the perturbation locally inducing the transition from an open water stable state 

to an ice covered/seasonal ice stable state. The next time the surface forcing is positive this 

layer of ice needs to be melted before the ocean can take up large amounts of heat again.
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Enhanced vertical oceanic heat fluxes (increased En+i ) have been observed to cause a thin

ning of average ice thickness in this model, but since the vertical eddy thermal diffusivity 

is seven orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal eddy thermal diffusivity, they are 

suspected to play small roles in the observed lateral dynamics of the ice edge.

The albedo parametrizations with a transition interval of similar width to those used in 

this study have been shown to produce bistability in a spatially confined model (Miiller- 

Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012). A spatial scaling argument was given showing that softer 

albedo transitions are suitable if large spatial extents are considered in low order models. 

The theoretical argument given in Miiller-Stoffels and Wackerbauer, 2012 is corroborated 

by model results shown here. Furthermore, it has been shown that the spatial average of 

the albedo as a function of the spatial average of the surface temperature is not unique. 

This suggests that albedo parametrizations may have to fulfill further requirements if the 

model results are to be interpreted in a large spatial extent context.

The asymptotic model behavior is sensitive to changes in the albedo parametrization. 

This implies that further efforts are necessary to improve albedo parametrizations based 

on measurements for all modeling approaches to study the Arctic climate under forcing. 

Here it has been shown, that the ice albedo feedbacks intensity is directly linked to the 

amount of lateral heat flux allowed in the model. Interaction between ice albedo feedback 

and other system components, e.g., clouds and water vapor, is likely. Further study of 

such phenomena is necessary to understand higher order influences on the stability of the 

Arctic sea ice cover. The small number of components included in the model presented 

here makes it an ideal testbed to study isolated feedbacks and allows to easily keep track 

of cause and effect of parameter changes.
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and Conclusion

A new regular network model was developed to study ice albedo feedback, and reversibil

ity of sea ice retreat. Results presented in Chapters 2 to 4 show that reversibility of sea ice 

retreat is sensitive to albedo parametrization and model extent (local vs regional). Explana

tions for these sensitivities are offered through surface energy balance fixed point studies, 

mapping of parameter space, and assessment of ice albedo feedback under varying lateral 

heat flux conditions.

General remarks: A new model approach to study a forced binary phase system has 

been presented. The regular network model describes an ocean mixed layer as a local 

(laterally homogeneous) and regional (laterally heterogeneous) grid. The surface energy 

drive has been developed based on underlying physics and local measurements where 

available. Care has been taken to develop time-independent parametrizations wherever 

possible, to ensure model performance would not be compromised when the model was 

run at parameter settings outside the currently known envelope for seasonal oscillations.

The model is energy based although temperature is the most readily available mea

surement for the real-world system. Energy is an extensive property, while temperature is 

an intensive property. Temperature is a very good proxy for the state of a climate system 

as long as this system does not undergo a phase transition. At the phase transition, large 

amounts of heat are converted from sensible to latent and vice versa at constant tempera

ture. Thus, the temperature does not resolve the phase transition and by itself cannot give 

information about the phase state of the system at the freezing point. This problem is not so 

much a mathematical one, since sets of equations describing phase transitions are readily 

available; it is more a problem of interpretation of surface properties of sea ice, e.g., snow 

or melt pond covered sea ice can be at the same temperature, but they would have a very 

different albedo. Thus, the albedo of an ice cover cannot be uniquely resolved as a function 

of temperature. In contrast, the albedo as a function of energy allows to resolve physics at 

the melting point. Temperature is used throughout this study to put results into context 

with measurements and the literature. The model itself does not rely on temperature for 

internal calculations.

The model is scalable in spatial and temporal resolution as long as their interaction is
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taken into account, i.e., coarser spatial resolution requires higher temporal resolution. The 

model resolution can be adjusted for many research questions, and a high vertical resolu

tion (sub-meter scale) to resolve a growing ice cover can be set, while horizontal resolution 

(kilometer scale) is set to have the grid span the entire Arctic region. The horizontal resolu

tion for the regional scale model, latitude 60°N to 90°N, might seem coarse, but it is much 

finer (by a factor of 4 to 6) than the resolution of state-of-the-art GCMs. With the resolution 

used in Chapter 4,170 years of real-time can be modeled in 24 h on a single standard CPU 

core. With sufficient computational power it is possible to further increase the resolution 

and spatial scale.

The appeal of high horizontal resolution is that one can be sufficiently confident that 

parametrizations derived from local measurements can be ported to the model without 

spatial scaling and statistical models. This model feature allows a more intuitive approach 

to parametrization, reduces uncertainty regarding correct spatial scaling, and the effects of 

local physics are easily accessible in a regionally coupled model. This approach does not 

solve the problems due to lack of local measurements, e.g., high resolution, long term ra

diative forcing data is only available from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM 

Data Archive 2010) site in Barrow, AK and extrapolation of single site local measurements 

to different locations introduces its own uncertainty.

The value of the scalable model approach becomes clear when one considers that low 

order models (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Notz, 2009; Eisenman, 2012) 

consistently produce a region of bistability and generally predict that sea ice loss is ir

reversible, while results from state-of-the-art GCMs do not exhibit irreversible sea ice 

loss (Armour et al., 2011). Intermediate energy balance models (EBMs) have been em

ployed to study ice albedo effects as well (Sellers, 1969; North, 1984; Shine and Henderson- 

Sellers, 1985; Winton, 2008), but most of these lack temporal resolution. Comparison of 

model results is complicated because of inter-model differences. With the model presented 

here it is possible to first understand local effects and then to scale-up the model to study 

how coupled local models interact. The power of the approach lies in the fact that the 

inter-model differences are negligible in this case and arbitrarily many intermediate scal

ing steps can be taken.

The definition of seasonal ice differs significantly between models with (GCMs and
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EBMs) and without (ODE models) explicit horizontal spatial dimension. In ODE models 

seasonal ice is a state where all ice melts for at least one day of the year. In GCMs and 

EBMs, seasonal ice is ice that melts at some point during the seasonal cycle; this seasonal 

ice can coexist with perennial ice and open water at other latitudes, or it can be the only ice 

present in the model. Awareness of this difference is important when interpreting model 

results.

The popular literature likes to refer to a tipping point for the Arctic sea ice cover (e.g., 

Walker, 2006). Scientifically, the term tipping point is rather ill-defined and can mean 

either any transition from one stable state to another, or an irreversible transition from one 

stable state to another. In addition, it is a rather loaded term, associated with some sort of 

catastrophic failure. For these reasons this work describes model behavior in well defined 

terms such as bistability, hysteresis and bifurcation (Strogatz, 1994).

Local ice albedo feedback effects: In Chapters 2 and 3 a spatially confined (local) version of 

the regular network model is employed to study the effects of ice albedo feedback on the 

asymptotic behavior of the upper ice ocean layer. Only radiative surface and oceanic forc

ing was included; all other boundaries were closed. Longwave and shortwave radiative 

surface forcing are the strongest drivers of the surface energy balance, each being of the 

same order of magnitude and an order of magnitude larger than any other surface forc

ing effect (Thomas and Dieckmann, 2003). Only the shortwave forcing is directly linked to 

the albedo feedback, but both surface albedo and longwave forcing are functions of tem

perature; since the longwave forcing is of the same order of magnitude as the shortwave 

forcing it has to be included.

Investigation of the literature on low order models regarding the existence of a region 

of bistability identified a single significant difference between models producing a bistable 

regime (Thorndike, 1992; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009) and those producing only a sin

gle stable state (Notz, 2009). This difference was found to be the sharpness at which the 

albedo value changes at the transition from ice to water. Models exhibiting bistability 

employed a sharp step-like albedo transition centered around the freezing point. Models 

exhibiting only one stable state over the entire additional surface forcing regime employed 

a much softer albedo transition with the decay in albedo beginning well in the freezing 

regime and reaching open water albedo values at temperatures well above freezing. To
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conclusively clarify wether the shape of the albedo parametrization was the deciding fac

tor in the existence of bistability the regular network model was run using several albedo 

parametrizations between a sharp step-like transition and a very wide linear transition 

(Ch. 3). Thus, inter-model differences were ruled out as contributing factors to the ex

istence of bistability; it was shown that a softening of the step-like feature in the albedo 

parametrization towards a wide linear albedo transition indeed reduced and, with the 

widening of the transition, eliminated the existence of bistability. This finding, recently 

supported by Abbot, Silver, and Pierrehumbert, 2011; Eisenman, 2012, begs the question 

as to which form of albedo parametrization to use. The albedo measurements from SHEBA 

(Perovich, 1998; Paulson, 1998; Andreas et al., 1998) used in this study to motivate albedo 

parametrizations require differing interpretations depending on the model they are used 

for. For low order models and the spatially confined model presented (Ch. 2 and 3) the 

data may be interpreted as many single measurements of albedo correlated to near sur

face air temperature. Multiple different measurements at the same temperature generate 

a scatter of data a that temperature. The scatter is due to the fact that the near surface air 

temperature is not a direct measure of the local surface temperature where the measure

ment occurred. Through a spatial scaling argument it was shown that the step-like albedo 

parametrization motivated by local measurements can be directly connected to a smooth 

albedo transition for large regions. This leads to the conclusion that in models studying 

local effects or having high spatial resolution, sharp step-like albedo parametrizations are 

a suitable choice. In models studying regional effects without explicit or very coarse spa

tial resolution, spatially scaled albedo parametrizations are better suited. For models with 

explicit regional spatial extent the interpretation of the SHEBA albedo data in context of it 

being taken along a transect becomes more important. For regional scale models (Ch. 4) 

and GCMs, sub-grid size processes are parametrized in two ways: (i) a parametrization 

has to yield a relationship of a dependent variable (albedo) to the state variable (energy, 

enthalpy, temperature) of a model, and (ii) needs to describe the effect that sub-grid size 

heterogeneities of the dependent variable have on the value used at the grid size level. 

The standard deviation of mean albedo values measured along a transect increases with 

temperature, particularly between - 5  °C and 0 °C. This increase of standard deviation is 

a direct result of surface heterogeneities due to surface melt (puddles and melt ponds).
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If these surface melt heterogeneities are of sub-grid size for a particular model they have 

to be incorporated into the parametrization via a spatial argument. For the regional scale 

model this was done by introducing a second step in the albedo parametrization describ

ing the drop of the albedo in the - 5  °C to 0 °C temperature band. Through this second 

step it is acknowledged that the albedo data shown already represents a spatial average 

(average of measurements along a transect), although it would be desirable to have data 

from a transect of similar order of magnitude as the model resolution.

The spatially confined model with sharp albedo transition exhibits a region of bista

bility under additional surface forcing. The stable states are a perennial ice cover, and a 

seasonal ice or perennial open water state. The seasonal ice stable state is a special case 

of the open water stable state. The existence of seasonal ice depends directly on the shape 

of the longwave radiative forcing. The parametrization of longwave forcing used in Ch. 2 

does not produce a stable seasonal ice state. Adjustments made to the longwave forcing 

parametrization based on measurements in Barrow, AK (ARM Data Archive 2010) allow for 

seasonal ice stable states (Ch. 3).

The surface forcing exhibits either one or two stable instantaneous fixed points de

pending on the magnitude of additional atmospheric forcing. Fixed points are called in

stantaneous as their existence and location varies throughout the seasonal cycle. For very 

low and very high additional surface forcing only a single fixed point exists throughout 

the seasonal cycle. For low additional surface forcing this fixed point is located in the ice 

covered energy regime. For high additional surface forcing the fixed point is located in the 

open water energy regime. Cell energies track these instantaneous fixed points but, due 

to thermal mass, do not reach them; rather, they circle the annual average location of the 

instantaneous fixed points. For a seasonal ice or open water stable state to exist, the open 

water instantaneous fixed point must exist for a minimum critical time during the seasonal 

cycle.

Regional scale ice albedo effects: The regional scale regular network model spans from 

latitude 60° N to 90° N (Ch. 4). The vertical resolution and the depth of the ocean mixed 

layer warrant to account for mechanical heat transfer mechanisms in the ocean via hori

zontal and vertical eddy diffusivities. The shortwave radiative forcing is spatially hetero

geneous. Relatively sharp step-like albedo parametrizations were used with this model.
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To match observed albedo data more closely, a second step just below the freezing point 

was introduced in several albedo parametrizations to model the decline of the ice albedo 

at near-freezing temperatures.

The regional model exhibits a parameter interval of bistability with perennial ice cover 

at all latitudes and seasonal ice or open water. However, the perennial ice at all latitudes 

stable state is a model artifact linked to closed boundary conditions at the southern end of 

the model grid; this state is very sensitive to perturbations. Thus, the regional model is not 

bistable in the sense that the local model is.

The model exhibits the same general behavior under all albedo parametrizations used: 

a receding ice cover under increased forcing and eventual transition to perennially open 

water. The mode of ice retreat, the amount of seasonal ice, and the existence of a sea

sonal ice cover at the pole are sensitive to the particular albedo parametrization. Under all 

albedo parametrizations, a sudden transition of the summer ice cover from perennial ice to 

open water is observed. The behavior of the winter ice extent under increased additional 

forcing depends strongly on the albedo parametrization with both continuous and discon

tinuous behavior at the point where the summer ice extent transitions to open water. These 

findings, in conjunction with the findings on sensitivity to albedo parametrization in the 

local scale model (Ch. 3), suggests that it is of great importance to develop very accurate 

albedo parametrizations for models meant for climate forecasting (GCMs). This evidence 

is corroborated by findings in Eisenman, Untersteiner, and Wettlaufer, 2007 that ice extent 

predictions in GCMs are sensitive to small changes in ice albedo values.

The regional model can be understood as coupled local models. Each of the local mod

els would exhibit a parameter region of bistability if isolated. This region of bistability 

would be different for each local model depending on its latitudinal location. When these 

local models are laterally coupled their interaction can be interpreted as perturbation of 

their respective stable states. If an ice covered latitudinal location has an open water neigh

bor, lateral heat fluxes during summer months will be large due to ice albedo feedback. 

This large perturbation can push the ice covered latitudinal location into a seasonal ice 

state or an open water state. If this is the case, the perturbation is now largest between the 

newly ice free latitudinal cell and its northern neighbor and the same process can repeat. 

By this cascading mechanism, the summer ice edge can move significantly further North
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than local surface energy budgets would allow. Thus, the lateral heat transfer increases 

the ice albedo feedback and is an important part of the feedback mechanism. This finding 

is congruent with the finding that a laterally uncoupled regional model produces stable 

states consistent with the winter ice extents of the coupled model and the distinctly dif

ferent melt regimes found in this study. The two melt regimes identified are melt trough 

thinning and lateral melt. It is speculated that the model latitudes that predominantly ex

perience melt through thinning are located in a region where the surface forcing is strong 

enough to directly melt much of the ice cover in the summer; the model latitudes with 

predominant lateral melt are located in a region where the surface forcing alone is insuf

ficient to melt significant amounts of ice. The two melt regimes overlap which makes an 

in-depth study of heat fluxes and local forcing within the laterally coupled regional model 

necessary to gain full understanding of the mechanisms observed.

Much of the analysis of the regional model was done using spatial and spatiotemporal 

averages. This revealed that variables such as spatially averaged temperature and albedo 

are not unique functions of spatially averaged energy. It can be concluded that this non

unique behavior would complicate any spatial averaging scheme employed in low order 

models (without horizontal spatial dimension) that are meant to study the behavior of a 

large region under forcing.

Outlook The behavior of the regular network model presented in this study is well un

derstood, both for spatially confined and regional scale modeling. The model was de

signed to study isolated feedbacks in a controlled and systematic way. The shortwave 

and longwave forcing components follow physical principles and local measurements, 

and with the coupling of the ocean mixed layer to a constant temperature ocean, model 

outputs such as temperature and ice thickness, fall within geophysically observed ranges. 

Thus, the present model can act as a testbed to incorporate other feedbacks, and to test 

new parametrizations at low computational cost.

Albedo parametrization: The albedo of an ice covered ocean was strongly conceptualized 

in this work. In nature the albedo depends on snow depth, ice thickness, ice type and the 

history of the ice (freeze-thaw cycles). More of these dependencies can be incorporated into 

the albedo parametrizations presently used. The performance of more involved albedo
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parametrizations used in GCMs (see Liu, Zhang, and Horton, 2007) can be tested.

Other feedbacks: The ice albedo feedback is only one of many feedbacks in the cli

mate system (Bony et al., 2006). Additional feedbacks can be incorporated into the present 

model through adjustments of the forcing equations (cloud and water vapor feedbacks) 

and through addition of surface properties and precipitation events (snow feedback).

Cascading perturbations: The lateral coupling has been shown to amplify albedo feed

back through perturbation of local stable states. An in-depth study of the connection be

tween lateral coupling strength (horizontal eddy diffusivity) and albedo feedback would 

further the understanding of the different behavior of summer and winter ice edge under 

additional surface forcing.

Introduction o f noise: The work presented here was performed with constant additional 

forcing in order to investigate the systems underlying dynamics and asymptotic behavior. 

A natural next step would be to introduce controlled noise into the additional forcing in 

order to understand the effect of forcing variations as would be observed due to cyclical 

multi-year timescale climate forcing, e.g., Pacific decadal oscillation and El Nino.

Currents and ice export: Mechanical heat transport has been implemented in the re

gional scale model via eddy thermal diffusivities. Currently these diffusivities are later

ally and vertically isotropic. A prevalent lateral current can be implemented by using 

an anisotropic horizontal eddy thermal diffusivity. In conjunction with an extension to a 

transpolar model grid the transpolar transport of heat due to currents could be studied. 

Ice export, as experienced through Fram Strait could be modeled via removal of a given 

portion of ice at one side of such a transpolar model.
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